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Brain Robbery to be debated
by Bruce Arculus
Two authors of the controversial book The Great
Brain Robbery., will be appearing at Wilfrid Laurier to
participate in a discussion entitled "Here to attack or be
attacked".
The authors, David J. Bercuson of the University of
Calgary, Robert Bothwell of the University of Toronto,
and J. L Granatstein ofYork University, contend in their
book that Canadian universities passed through a
Utopian period during the 1940s and 19505, and that we
must return to these times immediately if universities are
to be Scived from ruin.
Universities, according to the authors, promoted a
"democratization" that led to a deterioration in
educational standards.
Dr. Toivo Miljan, political science professor at WL.U,
will be rrioderacng the upcoming discussion. He
commented that rather than offering frivolous courses
like black studies and women's studies, we (the
universities) should be emphasizing philosophy,
literature, and so on." Miljan said, "We (the universities)
should get rid of students who shouldn't be here in the
first place." Towards that goal, Miljan recommends the
abolishment of the general bachelor program.
Most reviewers have condemned the book as badly
researched and self-serving, for it calls for more control
over the universities by the academics. The authors have
over 35 years of teaching experience in universities.
The authors freely admit that their work is polemic,
sen/ing as a discussion paper.
Miljan agreed with this assessment. "1 would give it a
C-minus if it was handed in as an intellectual essay; it
would be a failure at the PhD level. But it is a polemic
intended to create discussion and controversy. !t serves
its purpose (in that regard)," Miljan said.
Miljan also said that the authors were "gadflies, going
around stinging their colleagues. These guys are having
a ball going around stringing their colleagues along.
They want to stir up the academic community to think
about what the hell they're doing. We don't think about
why we're doing what we're doing."
The forum will take place on Monday, December 3rd
in the Turret It is co-sponsored by the Centre on Foreign
Policy and Federalism, based at the two Waterloo
universities, and the WLU bookstore. Copies of the book,
which normally sells for $12.95, will be available at a ten
percent discount for autographing.
Hit me!
Blackjack players huddle around card table in an effort to win enough play
money to bid on prizes at the end of the night. The first-ever Casino night
was a success and had good attendance. All proceeds went to the
Development Fund.
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Alcohol ads influence society
by Gavin Morcom and Liz Jefferson
"This is my first time giving a
lecture in a bar," laughed Dr. Jear
Kilboume. Kilboume was in the
Turret, one of two Laurier pubs,
November 20 to present a lecture on
the effect of alcohol advertisements;
on the consumer.
Kilboume is a media analyst, writer
and creator ofaward-winning films--
such as Killing (Js Softly—a movie
about the degradation of women in
advertising and Calling the Shots—a
film version of her lecture on alcohol
awareness.
The main problem with alcohol
advertising, says Kilboume, is the
improper social attitudes towards
drinking they foster. Her comments
about advertising directed at the
university-aged crowd were
particularly damning.
Kilboume asserts that advertisers
are spending disproportionately
large amounts of money on the
college market and are encouraging
students to drink by portraying
drinking as an adolescent rite of
passage, confidence builder,
aphrodisiac, genera! pick-me-up,
and a mandator/ part of any
celebration
Advertisers are not the sole root of
the problem, said Kilboume. She
also blames society for encouraging
drinking. "Our society does not help
the alcoholic but. glorifies those who
abuse alcohol," she said.
Her most disturbing accusation
was that advertisers encourage
abuse of their product because
moderate drinking does not
generate enough profit. The
companies spend about $1 billion a
year convincing people that if a little
alcohol is fun, a lot ofalcohol is a lot
more fun. As proof of this disturbing
fact, Kilboume argued, "!f al! adults
drank only two drinks per day, every
day, the profits of the distilling and
brewing companies would decline
40%."
Kilboume is not a prohibitionist
but sees a need to reveal the effects
of alcohol abuse and the myths
fostered by the advertisements. She
warns that banning the ads is not a
magic cure; education about alcohol
is also important to encourage
moderate drinking habits and public
awareness.
Since advertising for responsible
drinking is only one-tenth of the
budgets for breweries and distilleries,
Kilboume would like to see
legislation passed that would
guarantee equai advertising space
for ads that promote responsible
drinking.
Some students at the seminar
criticized Kilboume for selecting ads
that would only prove her point.
Another member of the audience
commented that the tactics she was
complaining of were also used to sell
toothpaste and softdrinks.
Kilboume responded that the ads
were selected from all media and
were representative of the problem
with alcohol advertising and that the
whole point of her seminar was that
companies were selling a product
that is potentially dangerous to
consumers as if it were as harmless
as toothpaste.
To clarify the dangers of alcohol
and its abuse, Kilboume pointed out
that over 10% of Americans have a
drinking problem.
The severity of the problem
among Canadian university students
has been made clear this fall. Last
week, a Laurentian University
student was killed on the way back to
the school after an afternoon of
drinking in Sudbury. Both he and the
driver were intoxicated at the time of
the accident. Earlier in the fall, a
University of Saskatchewan student
was killed at a floor party on campus.
Shawn Reinicke died after falling
seven storeys down a garbage chute.
On September 16, University of
Guelph student Wouter Van Stralen
was killed by an impaired driver
being chased by police.
A frosh party held for Ryerson
students on a boat in Lake Ontario
led to the death of 17-year-old Jeff
McNarsh in September. Police said
that McNarsh drowned because the
effects of alcohol and dnjgs rrsade it
impossible for him to swim to safety.
In Canada, an alcohol-related
accident occurs on average ever/17
minutes and results in 57 deaths
each week.
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Oh boy, new GrizzlyBeer is Here at home, Grizzly Beer You can encounter a Grizzly
here, It's a smooth, refreshing- conies in a big brown bottle in all your local beer stores,
tasting beer we've been and goes at regular beer It's one roaring good beer,
selling with such success in prices. Get your paws on Grizzly.
the United States. some soon. Aroaring good beer.
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news
Humanist party interests none
by Andrea Cole
Laurier students may not have
noticed, but a new political party was
on campus last Friday. The newly-
bom Humanist Party came to the
university to help start a Humanist
Student Association.
Students at the University of
Waterloo approached the group in
Quebec to come and start student
associations here in Waterloo. The
organizers spent the weekend
gathering support for their cause, as
well as signatures on their petition to
become an officially recognized
provincial party. About 70 of the
10,000 signatures needed were
collected at Laurier. Although the
organizers spoke to some 200
people in the Concourse, no one
showed up at the Friday night
meeting.
The party, which follows in the
tradition of Renaissance Humanism,
believes that the government should
subsidize the cost of al! levels of
education. Tney also believe that the
community should be the centre of
power in a democracy.
"I think the party started from the
same sentiments (as the Rhinoceros
Party)," said member Daniel
Zuckerbrot. "We wanted some
options."
He explained how the party works
from the community outwards.
"Each movement is locally derived,
because each person has an effect in
their immediate environment If they
believe they can made a difference,
they will try."
A federal Humanist Party already
exists, but Zuckerbrot stresses that
the emphasis of the movement is not
on the traditional political basis. "It's
not justpolicy, it's a whole new way of
politics. We're trying to gather those
people who are disillusioned, to
educate those people who just don't
know how they feel about the system
anymore."
The party is based on five
principles which it feels to be of most
concern to society today. These
principles are:
I. Active non-violence. The party is
governed by non-violent actions and
wants to end the violence of power;
11. The human being as a central
value. The party places the human
being above the state;
ill.A co-operative system. The party
tends to promote the implement-
ation of cooperatives in order to
replace monopolies, bureaucracies,
and state control;
IV. Non-discrimination. This ideal
ties into the principle of the human
being as a central value;
V. Principle of options and non-
monopoly. The party struggles
against ail forms of monopolies, and
proposes effective "options" as the
concrete political expression of
freedom.
The Humanist movement started
fifteen years ago in Argentina, ft
rapidly spread to about 40 countries
in Europe and South America. In
1975, the Community for Human
Development sought an expression
in political matters, and in May 1984,
the party started in Europe, Latin
America, and North America. So far,
the only North American centre is in
Quebec.
Humanist Student Associations
exist in most of the Quebec
universities and some of the
CEGEPS (pre-university institutions
which exist in Quebec). There is also
an association at the University of
Ottawa and Csrleton University.
Radio Laurier
Special to the Cord
A group of students are
determined to keep their dream of
Radio Laurier alive.
In an effort to convince WLGSG
that they deserve support, the group
plans to conduct a phone survey
Thursday, Friday and on Monday.
Every person in the telephone
directory will be contacted and asked
whether or not they support the idea
of a Laurier radio station. According
to Rich Fernandes, one of the
organizers of the campaign, the
phone survey is necessary in order to
gauge the level of student support.
The phone survey idea is in
response to the decision by WLGSCI
not to fund the group's feasibility
study. At the last board meeting,
Doug Brooks, another member of
the group, presented to the board his
plan of how to do the research and
requested several hundred dollars to
pay expenses. The board voted
against the request, believing that
there was not enough interest on
campus for a radio station.
The phone survey comprises
Phase I of the campaign to get a
station established. Phase SI is the
presentation of the results to the
board in January, "Most of the Board
of Directors have a negative view of
the radio station idea, and we're
hoping to change that" explained
Femandes.
Femandes feels that the cost to
students will be the group's biggest
problem in gaining support. It will
cost at least $50,000 to establish a
station and about the same amount
to operate it annually. A full-time
person would probably be needed at
a cost of about $30,000 per year.
A cheaper alternative would be to
put the station on closed circuit
wiring. All of the rooms in residence
are currently wired for this system,
but. some upgrading of the wiring
would be needed. This system wouid
cost about $15,000 to establish,
according to Femandes.
Wintercarnival warmingup
Special to the Cord
Winter Carnival organization was
full swing this week with the
registration of groups who will
participate in this yearly event.
Winter Carnival is slated for the
week of January 14-20 and will
consist of many fun-filled events. As
usual, the Laurier Games will be the
central point of the week The games
include a Bounty Hunt, an Assassin
Contest, a Pizza-Eating Contest,
Trike Races (usually featuring well-
known oeople on campus such as
Fred Nichols, dean of students), and
Obstacle Course Race and a Log
Cutting Contest, just to name a few.
Winter Carnival will also be
sponsoring a host of non-game
events. These include the Pub Crawl.
a Car Pub Rally, Powderpuff Football,
and 2 Hockey Tournament
Groups were to register in the
Concourse Tuesday through
Thursday at the Winter Carnival
table. Registration is necessary for
the Laurier Games and the Hockey
Tournament. If groups are unable to
register at these times, they may still
register by calling John at 885-4072
or Shelly at 744-8002. Further
information is also available at these
numbers, but registration must
occur before December 5. Winter
Carnival organizers stress, however,
that the longer groups wait to
register, the less chance there is thai
they will be able to be
accommodated.
Winter Carnival is an annual event
organized and sponsored by
WLGSCI. Last year the Cord walked
away witn the first place trophy and
will be defending its title this year.
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|fcThe Razor Edge
fjL Men's & Women's Hairstyling
Men $7.00 Women $7.50
M * Complete with Blow Dry
Monday - Closed
Tuesday-Friday - 8:30-6:00
Saturday - 8:00-3:30
28 University Ave. East
Across from Church's Fried Chicken
888-2060
LAR^RTY?
BRING 'EM TO McGINNIS
If you have a Large party of 8 or
more, McGinnis can reserve your table
anytime from Sunday to Thursday.
Please talk to the manager about
I the special times available on Friday I
I
The the merrier! |
| 160 University Avenue at Phillip Street. (886-6490) J
TheBring inred thenew year
in brief
Students to buy real estate
OTTAWA (CGP) — Picture yourself next year,
bags slung over your shoulder, books
weighing heavy on your back, searching vainly
for a place to live.
Suspicious landlords slam their doors in
your face when they realize you are a student
who will likely wreak havoc on their linoleum.
Housing directors shrug their shoulders at the
few spots left advertised in their offices and you
try not to panic when every ca!! you make
through the classified ads turns up nothing.
Even your mother won't let you back home.
And when you fear you may have to spend
your academic year sleeping in your friend's
car or in the library, your spirits sink lower.
It doesn't have to be this way.
It possibly won't, thanks to a proposal
passed at tine Nov. 4 to 11 general meeting of
Canada's national student organization, the
Canadian Federation of Students.
General-meeting delegates at the seventh
semi-annual get-together in Ottawa threw their
support behind a plan calling on the federal
and provincial governments to set up a
national student housing fund so student
councils could use the money to go into the
real estate business.
The money would take care of down-
payments for affordable student housing
and allow student councils to offer spots that
are lower than the marketprice, better quality,
and more suitable to students' needs.
Students would not have to continue their
nomadic life in the beginning of the school
year, wandering from place to place and
looking for somewhere to call their own.
"Students have got to stop behaving as a
band of disorganized beggars and start
performing as a group of responsible
dedicated members of society," says John
Bosnitch, student council president at the
University of Mew Brunswick, whose council
proposed the plan.
"One way to do this is to start our own
housing plan, which will allow student unions
to take their natural role in helping students
find housing."
Bosnitch says he hopes CFS approaches
Prime Minister Brian Mulroney for his support
of the plan soon and encourages student
councils across the country to adopt the plan
to fit their local situation. He is optimistic that
about 10 to 15 housing ventures undertaken
by councils will spring up by September next
year.
"I can see it having an immediate and
positive effect on the student housing crisis
facing Canadian students," he says.
Women's programs being cut
VANCOUVER (CUP) — Women are being
squeezed out ofB.C.'s college system because
of funding cutbacks, says a Capilano College
instructor.
Geology instructor Karen Ewing, vice-
president of the College institute Educators
Association, says the provincial Social Credit
government's funding cuts to post-secondary
education are eliminating college
programmes with mostly female enrolment.
She says funding to non-vocational
programmes, such as Women's Studies,
college preparation, and learning assistance,
have been severely cut back or eliminated
entirely.
"They're not seen to be as essential as other
courses such as business management," says
Ewing.
Women also face increased financial
hardships, says Ewing. Last year the Socreds
told B.C.'s colleges to kill courses which would
be "more efficiently offered by the private
sector."
As a result, women who want to take
hairdressing and secretarial courses mustturn
to private schools, where tuition fees are five to
10 per cent higher than college fees.
Ewing says the elimination of provincial
student grants last year has dealt a fatal blowto
women's participation in post-secondary
education.
"Restraint makes it harder for women to get
a four-year eduction," she says. "Grants have
turned into loans (but whether it's a loan or
grant), you still have to attend full-time just to
qualify."
Paper accepts city's offer
EDMONTON (CUP) — The city ofEdmonton
has offered a $3,000 out-of-court settlement to
the Gateway, the University of Alberta student
newspaper, following a three-year legal battle
over the police seizure of a 1981 issue of the
paper.
Police seized 12,000 copies of the Novem-
ber 19, 1981 Gateway containing a story
on arson at the G of A because they said it
might prejudice their investigation of the crime
and could also spark a wave of copy-cat arson.
A woman was later charged and convicted
of settinq three campus fires.
The $3,000 settlement has come with
conditions attached if the paper accepts the
money. The police want to preview and have
final approvals on any story the Gateway
publishes about the seizure and settlement
The newspaper staff has not yet decided
whether or not it will accept the offer, but
editor-in-chief Gilbert Bouchard says the
conditions do not mean a loss of editorial
autonomy.
"We have three options," he says. "One was
to agree to the conditions, and in a sense write
the story with the city (of Edmonton). We could
let the matter drop entirely, and not receive any
compensation, or we could have fought it in
court defending the principle (of editorial
autonomy on the story), but that would have
meant throwing another $15,000 dollars in the
hole for legal costs.
The Gateway's projected deficit is $9,000
for the fiscal year ending March 1985.
"All the (settlement) money would do is
cover court costs," says Suzette Chan,
Gateway news editor, "and if we went to court
we wouldn't get much more out of them."
Students protest tuition hike
MONTREAL (CUP) — Montreal's four
universities, totalling about 100,000 full-time
equivalent students among them, will join in a
demonstration Dec. 5 against the thaw in
university tuition fees.
The demonstration will mark the first time in
at least a decade that the four schools' student
associations have linked together in protest
Since 1972, bitter rivalries between I-
Association national des etudiant(e)s du
Quebec, Quebec's largest student association,
and Rassemblement des associations des
etudiant(e)s universitaires have prevented any
joint action.
Concordia University and Gniversite du
Quebec a Montreal both belong to ANEQ
L'Cniversite de Montreal belongs to RAEQ.
McGill University, formerly a RAEG member, is
neutral.
Quebec Education Minister Yves Berube,
one of the PQ government's expert number
crunchers, hinted a raise in tuition fees was
coming in his speech to Quebec's
parliamentary commission on university
financing in October. Tuition fees for Quebec
students have been frozen since 1969.
A rally at Theatre Harlequin, which has a
capacity of 600, will precede the march.
Students will then gather at Pare Lafontaine at
6 p.m. and march past CIQAM and Concordia
to McGill where a giant party will end the
evening.
The demonstration follows what Concordia
Student Council Vice-President External
Jeffrey Craig called a disappointing march on
Quebec's national assembly Nov. 15,
protesting a thaw in tuition fees. About 500
students attended the rally, but Craig said the
presence of other groups such as unions and
unemployed youth weakened the march s
force.
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spaghetti house
103 KING ST. N. WATERLOO
886-1010 or 886-1011
Specializing in Italian Dishes
. CHECK OUT OUR MENU
MEAT DISHES PASTAS SIDE DISHES
, Chicken Cacciatore Rigatoni & Meat Sauce Home made Garlic Bread
Veal Parmigiana Rotlni and Meat Sauce Tossed Salad
Veal Scallopini Tortollini & Meat Sauce Breaded Mushrooms
Veal Cacciatore Ravioli & Meat Sauce Breaded Zucchini
Dinners include roll, side order ot Cheese Ravioli Mixed Mushrooms. Zucchini
spaghetti and salad Gnocchi and Meat Sauce & Breaded Cheese Sticks
All sorts o( Spaghetti Dishes
HOME MADE LASAGNA _ . . ,
& home made cannelloni Business Hours
TUESDAY SPECIAL Mon. & Tues. 11-12 mid.
Buy one panzerolti at regular price and gel Wed. & Thur. 11-1 a.m.
another of equal value or less for just Fri. & Sat. 11 - 2:30 a.m.
• Sun. 4-11 p.m.
$I.UU (take out or eat in)
Delivery on under L.L 8.0.
Daycare centre survey
We need your help and opinions. The possibility of establishing an infant (4 months to 2 and a half years)
daycare centre for the children of students, staff, and faculty of the University of Waterloo and Wilfrid Laurier
University is currently under discussion. We would also like to assess the needs of people with older children
(2 and a half to 12 years).
Please could you complete this survey for us. Even if you do not have a need for daycare at the present
time, we would like to hear from you. Return completed surveys to the box in the library.
1. Please check Male □ Female □
2. Are you affiliated with G. of W. □ W.L.U. □ ?
3. Are you a student □ staff member □ faculty member □ graduate □ "spouse of' □
member of a nearby industry □ ?
4.1 think that an infant-toddler daycare is needed at or near the universities. Yes □ No □ No opinion □
5. I think pre-school daycare is needed at or near the universities. Yes □ No □ No Opinion □
6. At this time do you have any children living at home with you or are you/your spouse pregnant?
Yes □ No □
7. How many children do you have in the following age categories?
0-18 months □ 18 months • 2 and a half years □
2 and a half to 6 years D 6-12 years D over 12 years Q
8. Do you have a need for childcare now or will you have a need for
childcare at some point in the future?
Yes D No D Maybe D
9. Approximately when would you have a need for childcare?
Right away □ 4 months to 1 year from now □
1 to 2 years from now CI Indefinite CD Never CD
If you are a student, graduate student or faculty member presently
conducting research in the child-related area, please turn to the Research
Survey. Thank You.
If you currently have children aged 0-12 years, please continue. If not,
please drop off the survey before December 21. Thank you for your time.
10. Who usually cares for your child(ren) when you go to work or
school?
child's mother or father CD another relative CD a friend CD babysitter CD
supervised family daycare provider Q group daycare centre D
other (describe)
11. Are you satisfied with your present childcare arrangements?
extremely satisfied CD somewhat satisfied CD somewhat dissatisfied ill
extremely dissatisfied CD
12. What fee do you currently pay per child for your daycare
arrangements?
$0 per day CD $l-$5 per day CD $6-sloper day CD $11$16 per day CD
$17-$2O per day CD over $20 per day □
13. Are your present daycare fees subsidized by the local municipality?
Yes □ No □
14. Are yourpresent daycare fees subsidized by your employer?
Yes □ No □
15. If a student, does a grant or loan specifically cover part of your
daycare fees?
Yes □ No □
16. If you could have your choice of childcare arrangements, what would
you choose?
daycare in my home □ out-of-home babysitter □ supervised family
daycare CD group daycare centre CD other (describe) . ——
17. Would you be willing to pay higher fees than you are currently paying
if you felt that the daycare program provided by the university was more
convenient or better than the service you are now using?
Yes CD No □
18. What hours and davs do vou normally work or attend classes?
Mornings C 3 Afternoons CD Evenings CD on: Mon. □ Tues. □
Wed. □ Thurs. CD Fri. CD Sat. CD Sun. CD
Please check the times that apply to you. You may check more than one
time or day.
I work shifts CD (describe)
19. When would you need daycare?
Mornings CD Afternoons CD Evenings CD on: Mon. CD Tues. □
Wed. □ Thurs. □ Fri. □ Sat. □ Sun. □
1 work shifts □ (describe)
20. If you were bringing your child(ren) with you to a childcare program
near the universities would you most likely travel by:
Car CD Public transit CD Bicycle CD Walking CD Other CD
21. Are you a sole support parent?
Yes □ No CD
22. What is your annual gross family income?
Cinder $15,000 □ $15,000-$19,999 □ $20,000-$29,999 □
$30,000-$39,999 □ $40,00049,999 □ Over $50,000 □
23. Would an infant-toddler daycare on or near campus help you with
your research needs?
Yes CD No CD Maybe CD
Please explain, in the context of your research, on a separate piece of
paper.
24. is you are a faculty member, wouid an infant-toddler daycare centre
near the universities help your students:
Conduct research G Obtain hands-on experience with infants L_i
r—^Train for their discipline (e.g. teaching) Li Fulfill course requirements Lj
Other G
Please add any comments regarding mis question on a separate sheet of
paper.
25. If you are a member of a department which would greatly benefit
from the establishment of an jnfant-toddler daycare near campus, piease
send us a typewritten proposal of your needs.
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comment
Awarenessneeded
Everyone likes to think they are unbiased—and have an open
mind to new thoughts and ideas, being equal at least in actions. Is
this really true? Are we really aware of sexism and other socially
based inequalities?
Given the stimulation to really consider our lives, many
examples of inequality appear. Sometimes I allow men to take
control of a situation, from things as small as who will drive the
car, to things as big as who will dominate a seminar discussion.
And often i will find men seemingly sympathetic to the cause of
women who will automatically open doors for me or help me to
pick up a dropped book.
St is possible to read as much or as little as you like into
everyday situations. Maybe some men open doors for everyone, it
is, however, precisely just these little examples that aggravate the
attitude problems towards women in this society.
1 could get defensive and proudly proclaim that women's lots
are improving. We have a choice between full-time careers, or
staying at home. We are welcomed into positions of traditional
men's responsibilities. Just look at the examples. A woman is
President of the Canadian Liberal Party. Women are in the higher
executives of many Canadian companies. At this newspaper, two
of the three section editors are women. The future sounds pretty
optimistic.
But the inequalities still exist. It has been statistically proven that
women earn less than men in the same job situations. Women
still can be viewed as subordinate. An illustration as seemingly
inconsequential as word usage has larger implications. So what,
you may say, if college age and older women are called girls? I
have done it myself. But this implies a deeper inferiority. A girl is a
young child, incapable of mature feelings or actions. By calling a
woman a girl you may not mean this. It may be merely a matter
of nit-picking semantics. I don't think so.
It is the little things that build a greater problem of attitude. I do
not consider myself to be a feminist. Being aware of who opens
doors, who controls a discussion, or what language is used in
reference to women will help lead to greater overt sympathy to
women's issues. It is a subject which requires a lot of thought.
Heather McAsh
Letters
Potentialproblemsat dininghallcanbeignoredifeverybody wantsto
The issue of food, services at
Laurier is one that should not he
ignored by students on campus.And
yet this is what we are finding with
regards to our student, government
— the WLGSG. Recently, the WLGSG
voted not to withdraw food services
from WiSfs (food is provided by the
same services as operates the Dining
Hall). it feit that there was no reai
problem with the service and the
quality provided to the students, and
that any problems should he dealt
with by the administration.
Those who voted in favour of the
motion have stated that because
there has yet to be any health
problems that this is evidence
enough that there is no worrisome
problem. Indeed one person (John
Coupiand) goes as far to say that
"We almost owe them a letter of
apology for a!! the doubt and
embarrassment we've caused
them". Who is the "we" he is
referring to? If it's the students, they
have the right to complain, and until
the matter is fully investigated,
representatives of "we the students"
should not seek to apologize on our
behalf.
I-urthermore, the WLCJSG failed to
consult with the students themselves
(ie. through a survey, poll, etc.) on the
issue, and thus its view cannot be
seen as representative of student
opinion since it has been based
solely on its own internal
perceptions. The student
government is supposed to
represent the views of the students at
Laurier. if this is to be thecase, siding
with the administration, apologizing
for any criticism, failing to obtain and
make available reports from Health
Services and the Health Department
regarding the Dining Hall can only be
seen as unrepresentative and indeed
irresponsible.
it can be granted that the issue is
controversial but that does not imply
that nothing should be done or said
on the matter which seems to be the
desire of the WLGSG (at least those
who voted to keep food sea-ice thus
supporting the administration/
dining hall management position
without hearing the student point of
view.) Instead, students should speak
to the members of WLGSCI (they
have posted hours in the WLCJSG
offices) and also sign the petition on
the dining hall which is being
circulated this week The matter is
important, not only for the obvious
reason of health, but also because it
Is symbolic of the need for students
to take a greater part in determining
the nature and quality of their
academic environment. The matter
can be ignored if one wishes to turn a
blind eye to the potential problems
which may arise, or it car? be
addressed and resolved in a mature
and responsible manner. The choice
is yours to make, but one would also
hope that some responsible
leadership from WLCJSU would be
forthcoming, After a!!, we should all
be working towards the same goal, a
better Laurier.
Martin Snead
SAFEprogram's successbased onteameffort
Although I am sincerely
complimented by Bruce and Lisa's
suggestion that I am the "principal
organizer" of SAFE (Cord,
November 22, "Walk a Success"),
this is not a fair representation of the
program. In fact, the success of
SAFE must be shared with many
individuals equally.
To begin with, Scott Howe is the
organization's "co-coordinator". He
and ! have worked together since
June, and he made the presentation
of our recommendations to the
Board of Directors that originated
SAFE.
Jacquie Varkony, SAFE'S
promotion iiaison, and Tim Noble,
SAFE'S business manager, have
also been consistent supporters and
members of the organization. Three
other women have come forward out
of interest and have contributed
particularly to SAFE WEEK'S
present developments: Lynda
Noccey is working as the event's
chairperson, Laura Crechiola is the
week's business coordinator, and
Wanda Love is the WALK 11—SAFE
Week liaison.
Mo less important is the support
and involvement of Commissioner
of University Affairs Jane Flynn, Vice-
President Barb Miot, President Kevin
Byers, the WALKERS, and the
Cord's fair and positive coverage.
I realize that the writers of last
week's story meant no insult. It is
important, however, to clarify the
fundamental 'philosophy' behind
Students Aware of Friends
Everywhere: SAFE is a team effort,
promoting a continuous widening of
student involvement on that team.
It's in the name, it's the centre ofthe
philosophy, and we strive to make it a
consistent and successful practice of
"what we preach".
Matt Certosimo
Laurier students apathetic on Friday nights
While S never thought that Laurier
students were more apathetic than
any other students anywhere else, i
was very disappointed to learn that
no one at this University is interested
in serious matters on Friday
evenings. \ am speaking, of course,
of the recent meeting of the
Humanist party organizers which not
one student attended.
Perhaps our school has been
accused of being too conservative,
as have many other universities, but
this does not mean that we ail have to
live up to the label now stuck on us. It
may no longer be 1960 or 1970, but i
shudder to think that so few of us are
open to new ideas. Indeed, it seems
that most of us would rather go out
and party than take one brief hour of
a Friday night to lend an ear to a new
political parly that has valid ideas,
and which might eventually offer
some options to the Canadian voting
public. After all, what's one hour out
of an entire weekend?
Too many people have great ideas
that never get noticed because no
one will pay attention to them.
Universities are supposed to be
institutions where anyone can dream
and have other people take their
dream seriously, as long as they put
some work and courage into it. Why
can we not put aside our own lives
long enough to listen to someone
else's dream?
Andrea C. Cole
Chiaroscuro a great service
There is something very special
about print. In the wrong (or right)
hands it can topple governments,
prove the most intractable medium
imaginable, and have a production
crew believing in printers' devils. Yet,
with skill, compassion, and capable
direction, those who edit, type-set,
copy-edit, and lay-out, those who
indeed make "print" possible, can
take the most ungrammatical and
illegible submission and somehow
make it whole and clean. The Cord
Weekly staff who assisted in the
publishing of Chiaroscuro have done
a great service to the egos of
Laurier's writers, and have provided
an exemplary literary magazine for
the university community's delight
Thank you, Ruth, and all those who
complemented our work with
graphics, photographs, and the
sensitivity this excellent work of print
expresses.
J. David Black
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What's up Chuck?
by Chuck Tatham
Lets play a neat game. It's called, "Match the Crime With the WLG Penalty", It's realiy simple. All you do is go through the
list of crimes and try to match them up with the moronic penalties Laurier will dump on you for such a harmless infraction.
This should be fun!
a) returning overdue library books without paying fine
b) not paying a lousy parking ticket
c) going in the exit of the Torque Room line
d) telling some mouthy artsie to shut their yap in the library
e) trying to see a final exam that you're sure you aced but you
raked in a big "D" in the course
112) attempting to enter the book store with a couple of binders
under your arm
g) harmlessly taking your windbreaker into the weight room
and putting it on the floor
h) asking an exam proctor what in the name of God a
particular question means
i) forgetting your meal card in the dining hall and trying to get
a meal anyway
j) clearing your throat and shuffling your feet while standing
in a 37-minute lineup in the library
k) you're found in Clara Conrad after "man hours" have
ended; and you're a man
1) complaining about getting cold fries in the Torque Room
m) sitting naked in AC sauna
n) asking complete stranger to dance at the Turret
o) requesting a song that has not already been heard 4,000 times
at the Turret
p) vainly inquiring as to the feasibility of a set of traffic lights at
Hazel Street
q) wondering aloud whether or not you could hand in an
essay a couple of days late
r) being seen (by your English prof) reading Coles notes while
writing an essay
s) cheering loudly for a Laurier team
t) writing a column in the WLG paper that offends less than
one percent of the readers
u) asking for a deferred exam because your parents have been
shot and you have found out that you only have two weeks to
live
1) woman at cash register whacks you with large Louisviiie
Slugger
2) woman in registrar s office looks at you as if you were the
Antichrist
3) book store security guard slams turnstile into your groin
4) library doubles fine and uses revenue to send staff on
Jamaican holiday
5) WLti withholds final >narks, kidnaps your parents and
spreads rumour that you're an hermaphrodite
5) artsie accuses you of being capitalist pig and talks even
louder
7) athletic centre security guard places 400-pound barbell on
your pelvis
8) professor accuses you of slacking off and you wind up
selling Avon in Wawa
9) librarian takes twice as long to sign out your books and
intentionally forgets to desensitize them so you are sterilized by
big bar that goes "BEFFFPP"
10) the deferral committee has a good laugh and throws you
out
11) the DJ smiles, shakes his/her head, and slaps on
"Dancing in the Dark"
12) the proctor says he/she doesn't know, even though s/he
made up exam
13) you are banished to a Lutheran monastery (is there such a
thing?
14) you receive a big old "F' on the essay before s/he even
reads past the title page
15) the woman checking cards recognizes you, but she is
required to pour the entire meal down the front of your pants
16) first year guys in swimsuits ask you if you want to go to
Wilfs
17) she eats half the bowl and tells you there's nothing wrong
with them
18) the traffic committee hires AJ. Foyt to go up and down
University a few times and wipe out troublemakers
19) you take one hell of a lot of good old-fashioned SHIT
20) hundreds of people look at you as if you belong in the
Waterloo Park Zoo
21) her fiance comes up and uses your forehead as an ashtray
How did you do?
a) 4, b) 5, c) 1, d) 6, e) 2, 112) 3, g) 7, h) 12, i) 15, j) 9, k) 13, I) 17, m) 16, n) 21, o) 11, p) 18, q) 8, r) 14, s) 20, t) 19, u) 10
(at least 1 think these are the right answers)
Guest comment
Penthouse pictorial degrading
by Martha Muzychka
CUP Fieldworker
Gary Spector's Setter in last week's
Cord Weekly was a defense of the
indefensible. His support of the
December issue of Penthouse, and of
the magazine in general, frightens me
because he is supporting the sexua!
degradation and abuse of women.
Mr. Spector defends the magazine on
the grounds that only 20% of the
magazine is pictures, the rest being
articles, reviews, ads and such. It is
interesting that Mr. Spector ignores the
content of most of the copy within such
magazines.
I nave read Playboy and Penthouse,
and in all of the issues i have read, the
copy, the graphics, and even the
advertising put down women by
describing them as man's sexual
playmates.
The whole magazine is devoted to
instant sexual gratification of men and
their fantasies, a fact which Mr. Spector
conveniently overlooks, in an effort to
justify the magazine's existence.
Mr. Spector defends the pictorial in
question as not being 100% sexually
stimulating because it illustrates a
Japanese poem about cherry blossoms.
He is using the hoary argument that if
it's art it's okay.
"(The picture) does involve a little
artistic viewpoint," Mr. Spector says, but
he fails to elaborate on the artistic
viewpoint, much less the artistic context
of women tightly bound with rope to
the extent that their skin bulges.
The suggestion that literature can
nullify the impact of the illustrations is
absurd. The reality is that the censor
board is a screen behind which
Penthouse hides their true message;
the subjugation and control of women
and their sexuality.
Mr. Spector says Penthouse and
Playboy are "upstanding, respectable
magazines, in which women have never
been portrayed as beaten or abused."
Two years ago, Penthouse published a
special issue on sex and violence, with
articles on bondage, battering and
sado-masochistic techniques. Because
the magazine supports men as the
controllers of power in sex. it Is women
who become the objects of sexual
violence, not violent sex
Mr. Spector's argument to justify
pornography as a stepping stone to
lucrative careers for women is
laughable when one considers the
reality of the models' lives, it was not
that long ago that Vanessa Williams
was forced to resign her title as Miss
America when Penthouse published
explicit photos of her with another
woman. There are many examples of
the fame accorded these models (when
was the last time you heard of Shannon
Tweed or Suzanne Somers?), and of
the tragedy which results, like the
murder of Dorothy Stratton.
Mr. Spector then graciously allows
that degrading pornography, like snuff
films, should be illegal, yet he fails to
realize the Penthouse pictorial is
degrading. He says that regulating what
people see is a contradiction of
freedom, yet he does not see that the
very existence of Penthouse and
Playboy as "upstanding, respectable
magazines" threatens my freedom and
that of other women.
The commercial distribution of this
pornography affects me even if i don't
buy it myself. As a woman, 1 am
identified in Penthouse and other
magazines of that ilk as a generic life
form, a collection of sex parts for men
to enjoy.
By introducing morals into the
debate, Mr. Spector uses a common
red herring—that of a right-wing
conservative taking away our liberal
freedom. The real issue is not that the
practice of sex is wrong in every form,
but that sick, perverted attitudes
towards women are legitimized in this
slick commercial presentation of
Penthouse and Playboy.
Your news editors, Bruce and Bruce, would like to take this opportunity to thank all of the writers who contributed to the news
section this tenrp. At the risk ofaccidentally leaving someone out, the people we wishto thankare: Andrea Cole, Gavin Morcom, J.
David Black Laura Gainer, Ted Rowcliffe, Ted Edwins, Anne-Marie Tymec, Karin Neukamm, David M.D. Digout, Lisa Schildroth,
Mark Czerkowski, Matt Johnston, Diana M. Kastelic, Patricia Eyre, Lisa Mackenzie, Tom Tancre, Liz Jefferson Laura Opcott
and Martin Snead. •
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Question
of the Week
by Marina Munro and Karim Virani
Do you have any words of wisdom to heip your fellow students
through this exam period?
Develop a deep and lasting
relationship with Al Cohof.
Willy Thompson
2nd Year Honours Music
Study hard the night before and
party hard in between. Don't
forget 230 Albert Street.
Roger Gauthier
4th Year Honours Economics
Drink a iot, take excessive
narcotics, and cheat like hell. It
could be worse, you could be
Roman Brady.
Bip
4th Year Dip
hever give a duck a gun
Jody Wilson
I st Year Business
Make sure you take 'die time to
have fun between exams.
Jane Aiderson
4th Year Honours Business
Get lots of rest, eatthe right foods,
and don't cram—everything I
don't do.
Lidia Vetturetti
4th Year Honours Business
Part-Time Studies disclaimer and correction
Permit me the space, please, for a
disclaimer and a correction re the
article on the Directorship of Part-
Time Studies (Nov. 22/84, p.3).
The disclaimer: Dr. Muncaster
doubtless said that Mr. Bilyea is
doing "an outstanding" job. I am not
in a position to comment one way or
the other on that. But I would like to
repeat what I have said on many
occasions, namely, that 1 have long
respected Mr. Bilyea as a friend and
co-worker at WLCI, and that 1 do not
intend my criticisms of the structure
of tins Office of Part-Time Studies
and Continuing Education to be
taken as criticisms of him. Because
the non-academic structure being
imposed on the office is
retrogressive in relation to what is
happening elsewhere in Ontario and
Canada, I do not share the reporter's
assessment that "at the moment, it
appears that there is little concern
over the present operations of the
Part-Time Studies office".
The correction: /'\ £>iOgran: ioi
Simcoe county that has not been
acted on for three years is not an
Honours Science program but a
proposed new interdepartmental
major in Human Services. Various
factors render unlikely the prospect
of offering Honours Science at off-
campus centres, whereas the
proposed Human Services program
is both consistent with WLCJ's
tradition in the humanities and social
sciences, and also geared to
widespread interest among workers
with the handicapped, the retarded,
the aged, etc., who are anxious for
opportunities to improve thicir
professional qualifications.
<J. Frederick Little
Laurier has" pseudo students" too
Out of nowhere, iike a drunk
staggering down an alleyway, or a
prof staggering out of Wilf s, comes
the one, the only,...the pseudo
student. You'll see him at all the
pubs. There's not a varsity team he
hasn't tried out for (or professed to
have!)...and there's not a miniskirt he
doesn't know by name. Women are
like a good book to him...they are to
be opened and enjoyed. The female
counterpart of "pseudo student" has
the same fixed inclination towards
her male counterpart, but unlike "Mr.
Pseudo Student" she doesn't read
good books. Her man is like a yoyo,
he can perform intricate tricks if
manipulated properly, with only one
string attached. Their time tables
seldom include a morning class, so
don't look for them in the Concourse
at 8:30 a.m. Wilfs in the afternoon
might be a good try, but they would
be hard to spot with ail the legitimate
students there to camouflage them.
Perhaps the Torque R00m...a solid
possibility, but we'li have to see who
the literate ones are who get flushed
out by having read the articles about
the infamous food scandal. I think
we'll have to look a bit higher in the
tower of Babel...way up, up,
up,...we're there! The T.V. Lounge.
The Games Room. The WLCISCI
Office. What better places for
vegetables than in the garden. The
fertilizer's being dished out all hours
of the day, and the climate's just
right. Just ask any couch potato. But
the class act keeps away from such
fertile ground. The incognito pseudo
student will lurk in the library, reading
obscure newspapers on the 3rd
floor, or practise holding his breath in
the bathroom. The more polished
ones will be in the Registrar's Office
on a regular basis, filling out endless
guidance appointments, and
subsequently attending a good
portion of them, to no avail. The real
smart ones have girl/boyfriends on
campus and can avoid the rush for
"good seats" in the Concourse and
T.V. Lounge. But the real pro is a
cunning beast. Usually not found on
campus, but still clinging to his aima
mater in a different way. He is still
wearing his HOM B(JS jacket even
though there is an "n" beside his
name in the directory, and his two
most strenuous classes are the
History of World War Two and the
Geography of Tourism. The Kent is a
more likely place for him to exercise
his social physique. This type
probably fritters endless hours away
writing trashy articles for the school
newspaper. This student isalso most
iikely to have digressed back into one
of the earlier stages of psychosexual
development ie; still chases girls
around at the Turret. Yes it's a sad
thing to see these types crawling
around our almost sanitary
environment. 1 call out to you, the
reader, stop pseudo-studenting on
our campus! Let's all get together
and have some real good learning
type fun, and the whole world will be
happy and gay. See ya in the library.
Mark Czerkawski
Last year's editor takes a stand
This letter was written by Jackie Kaiser to her
brother in response to an earlier telephone
conversation they had. Jackie was editor of the Cord
last year and is presently working for a publishing
firm in Toronto.
Greetings from Toronto, and Meny Christmas!
Thanks for your recent telephone call—it was good
to hear that you are happy and healthy, even if you
are happy and healthy in Columbus, Ohio. I'm
especially excited to know that you and Karen are so
happy together, and I'm really looking forward to
meeting her next month. She sounds great!
This brings me to my news: 1 am pleased to
bestow upon you, on the occasion of your 30th
celebration of this holiday season, a gift subscription
to Ms. magazine. Before you jump to conclusions
and change your mailing address, relax for a minute;
it may just turn out to be something you look forward
to receiving each month as much as I do.
Why this dubious gift? No, I do not think you are a
sexist pig. No, all men are not hopeless oppressors
of womankind. No, you are not, as an individual, a
hopeless oppressor of womankind. Yes, referring to a
thirty-year-old woman (who has children of her own!)
as a "girl" is derogatory—even if you meant no harm
by it.
When you told me last week that Karen is the
"nicest girl" you've ever known, 1 both smiled and
cringed. When I asked you if it didn't make sense to
call women "women" and girls "girls", you wanted to
know if what you said was "degrading." I answered
that it was indeed, at least in my mind, but at the
time I didn't have a chance to explain to you why the
whole thing matters. So, here goes: this is my
attempt to fill you in on my perspective of the
"gir!"/"woman" terminology question. The
subscription to Ms. will offer some understanding of
how this "insignificant" issue is linked with other
issues central to women's struggle for equality.
Certainty it is commonplace for people of both
genders to refer to aduit women as "girls" while in
the same breath speaking of adult men as "men".
But the question goes beyond one of proper
terminology. The pervasive use of the term "girl"
when what is really meant is "woman" reflects an
important and telling difference in attitudes towards
men and women.
It's simple to understand, really. The term woman
suggests aduit qualities like independence, capability,
individuality. The term girl", on the other hand, implies
naivete, innocence, the inability to take care of oneself,
and, above ail, powerlessness.
But it's just a technicality in terminology, right?
Wrong. When considered in light of the historical
denial of woman's basic rights to independence, not
to mention the current depiction of women in the
media and the ongoing struggle many women have
for independence even "today", the discrepancy in
terminology takes on increased significance. Women
have for too long been cheated out of power over
their own destinies, and too long encouraged—
overtly and subtly— to be childlike, demure,
dependent, innocent and to serve the interests of
others first, even when it means denial of their own
needs.
Indeed, the continued use of the term "girl" to
refer to adult women contributes to the continuing
subjugation of women to their traditional role of
powerlessness. Women have been deemed
dependent on men for far too long, and part of
recognizing that women are valuable persons in their
own right is to accord them equal status as full-
grown, capable adults when referring to them in daily
conversation.
True, the use of the term "girl" in most cases
means nothing negative on the part of the speaker
towards the female gender. But it does represent a
collective attitude—certainly subtle, and perhaps
subconscious—that deems women to be less
capable and independent than men. The fact is that
your choice of terminology—an "insignificant" issue
to some—is inseparable from your attitude towards
other issues concerning women's equality, like equal
pay and property rights. It is up to you to reconcile
any inconsistencies.
To reiterate, Chris, no, you are not a malicious,
sexist pig; however, like most of us, you could do well
with a little continuing education (hence the
subscription). And, you can do your part to increase
the awareness of those around you by referring to
women as "women," and not as "girls". (It's not hard,
although it will probably sound a little awkward at
first. But then most people thought the term
salesperson" would never catch on because it
sounded weird.)
Best wishes for a very merry Christmas, Chris, and
an enlightened New Year.
With Sove, your "kid sister" Jackie
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ENTERTAINMENT
The crowd's too big for Skinny Jim
by Matt Johnston
Skinny Jim and the Wildcat Strike
are no longer a secret The upstairs
pub at Waterloo's Kent Hotel was
shaken to the point of collapse 'est.
Saturday with the combined force of
the band's music and the
enthusiastic bopping of more than
250 Strike devotees.
Familiar standards such as Buddy
Holly's That'll Be the Day and Elvis
Presley's' Big Hunk G' Love were
delivered faithfully to the largest
audience to see the rockabilly act
perform in their brief existence.
The sound system, while having to
overcome the lousy acoustics of the
Kent, was true to the uncomplicated
"Rockabilly guitar is twangy
and it's built around a
strong beat."
music Skinny Jim and the Wildcat
Strike put forth. The band was
assisted by tine dancing bodies who
packed in front of the speakers and
served to muffle distortion.
The three-piece group is
composed of Andrew Shykofsky on
lead guitar and vocals, Kevin Beesley
on bass guitar, and Bill "Skins"
Anderson playing the drums. Jeff
McGuire provides harmonica solos
on old standards like Milk Cow Blues.
Beesley occasionally takes the lead
vocal, most notably on Sea Cruise.
"The music has got to move,"
stresses Shykofsky. "Rockabilly
guitar is twangy and it's built around
a strong beat. You make the people
move out there."
As well as the original rockabilly
artists, such as Gene Vincent, Eddy
Cochran, Presley and Holly, the band
members have considerable
admiration for modern rockabilly
revivalists such as Robert Gordon,
the Rock Cats and the Stray Cats.
The Kent audience was especially
approving of the Strike's version of
Rdck This Town.
"The sound just can't be matched
on vinyl," claims Skykofsky. He feels
that this accounts for the limited
popularity of such acts as Robert
Gordon. A large part of their appeal,
Shykofsky believes, comes as a
result of their ability to move
audiences by their live perform-
ances.
Because the band is part-time,
practice time is limited and there is
less opportunity than the members
would like to polish their sound. The
group's energy and determination to
supply the crowd with great 1950s
dance rock compensates for this
roughness.
Shykofsky, a second-year 'Laurier
student, placed an advertisement, in
the Cord classified section last year
in an effort to contact other
musicians interested in back-to-the-
roots rock and roll, and Beesiey and
Anderson responded. T he rest of the
story will go down in the annals of
Laurier's brief rock history.
All three are business students,
and drummer Anderson brings their
situation quickly back into the
perspective of 1984, He notes that
such mundane threats as co-op
won't necessarily break up the band
next summer, if Andrew Shykofsky
can secure a work-term appointment
near Kitchener-Waterloo, the Strike
will attempt to achieve an even
tighter sound.
So what is immediately in store for
Skinny Jirn and the Wildcat Strike?
The Kent and Red Baron obviously
can't hold the numbers they attract.
—EBB—<bbbbb
people were dancing
anywhere they could make
room
There was not a single inch of
available floor (or table) space during
their two sets Saturday night, as
people were dancing anywhere they
could make room. Those on the
balcony level were treated to a great
view, but the added adventure of
wondering if the whole place would
collapse at any minute was enough
distraction to cause some to remain
seated during the second set.
One solution was offered by
several vociferous fans during the
encore. "Turret! Turret!"
photos by Matt Johnston
Above: Andrew Shykofsky
and Kevin Beesley lead
the rockabilly tunes at the
crowded Kent
Left: Don't get the wrong
idea—the Wildcats don't
have time to doze off in
their musical madness.
Drummer Bill Anderson
was just enjoying the
rhythm.
Boar's Head Dinner
Fast feeding
by Bruce Maule
"Let the Race Begin!" With this cry,
over thirty dons will race up and
down the aisles of the Theatre
Auditorium attempting to deliver
the Boar's Head Dinner to all tables
in record time. Their challenge is to
break the record of past dons.
On Monday, December 3, Laurier
will host the 34th Annual Boar's
Head Dinner. The dinner is an annual
festivity which is rumoured to have
begun in the thirteenth century. A
student at an Oxford University was
out in the woods studying when he
was attacked by a wild boar. He
managed to single-handedly kill the
boar, and in the process became a
hero.
The other students at Oxford
celebrated the occasion with a feast
in honour of the student and the
conquest of knowledge over the
beast. The boar's headwas carried in
triumphant procession through the
Queen's College Great Hall. Wilfrid
Laurier has taken on the tradition
honouring students for their bravery
in study.
This year's dinner promises to be
an entertaining event. The agenda
calls for the festivities to begin at 7:00
p.m. The highlight of the night will be
the after-dinner entertainment
featuring Mike Mandei. Mandel is
well-known for his ability of illusion
and mastery of volunteers, and his
ability to make members of the
audience perform unusual stunts
has won him national acclaim.
The cost of the dinner is $2.00 for
residence students and $5.50 for
non-residence students without a
meal card. Groups of fifteen or more
are eligible to win a $200 door prize.
Lisa Copp, the organizer for the
dinner, expects this year's dinner to
be a sell-out, and she stressed only a
limited number of tickets are
available.
All students, faculty and
community members are welcome.
Tickets are on sale in the info Centre.
Roots of blues in Cotton Band
by Ingrid Randoja
There are certain evenings of entertainment which are
more than entertainment; they are an experience. The
James Cotton Band played to a full house at the Coronet
Saturday night, and provided this reporter's most
enjoyable entertainment experience of the year.
The show began iate, but the moment the band hit the
first note, the Coronet was aliv'e.
The band consists of 8 members: a keyboardist,
drummer, guitarist bassist and 3 hom players—a
saxophonist, trombonist and trumpeter. The band adds
a distinct jazz quality to the blues, providing lively
arrangements.
The music was a mixture of blues and modem jazz.
The first half hour of the evening was devoted to two
songs that allowed the band, in particular the horns, to
improvise and excel.
James Cotton joined the group after these two songs,
and his harmonica and typically 'blue' lyrics brought the
tempo down a little, but brought the crowd to their feet.
With lyrics such as "I don't like work and work don't
like me," and "What did I say this time to make you mad,
baaa-by?", Cotton successfully created the atmosphere
of a Chicago nightclub.
The crowd was vocal and expressive. It was
impossible not to be—blues music does that to a
person. Looking around the room and seeing people of
all ages moving to their own rhythm is contagious. For
that reason alone, a blues band and its music should be
seen live. It's an experience where the audience helps
create the music.
The James Cotton Blues Band is an excellent
example of a group that brings the audience back to the
roots of music.
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Quiz
by Ingrid Randoja
1) According to the song and
movie, what is Davy Crockett kinq
of?
2) What film won 5 oscars on
1983?
3) Who is the lead singer for the
Psychedelic Furs?
4) How many watts was the radio
station in which Ted Baxter got his
start in broadcasting?
5) True or false: David Bowie
recorded children's albums before
becoming a rock star.
6) Who are Dennis the Menace's
neighbours?
7) Who played the male lead in the
film Gorky Park?
8) What children's show dresses
live hamsters in costumes and
places them in ridiculous
situations?
9) What does Bruce Springsteen
want to change?
10) Who was Marcia Brady's first
boyfriend?
Backstage
by Ruth Demeter
Well, the Christmas season is upon us, or at least it's supposed
to be. if it's not, you must be a social misfit, or a student (same
thing, right?).
Actually, students do have their own version of holiday cheer, it's
just that it's different from the one society expects. It's a complex
combination of commercial bliss, examination blues, and social
awareness.
What do all of those things have to do with Christmas spirit at a
university? Well, certainly all of us must recognize the flood of
advertisements that have been out for weeks now. This aspect of
the merry season has eliminated the religious meaning of X-mas (a
more suitable name for the modem focus of the holiday). The big
thing is to spend $25 on a $10 gift for a three dollar friend.
Yes, the advertising has its effect. Even though we are supposed
to be broke, we still worry about getting the right gift for those we
love, or are expected to buy for.
Of course, being students, we can't forget the academic side of
our life just because the rest of the world is trying to beat the
Christmas rush. For most of us, it's a rather trying time because of
exams.
Those tests of brilliance, or endurance, or whatever the prof
designs them to be, have a depressing effect on the joy of the
season. It's hard to really anticipate a holiday that's thirty days away
when you have to memorize all the accounting formulas known to
humans.
There is one other aspect of a student's approach to Christmas
that makes it a more sober holiday. It would be nice to believe that
students are more socially aware. I think that's where most of us
are ahead of mothers who are hung up on making a good dinner
or buying gifts for everyone they're supposed to, instead of thinking
in a broader social scope.
Most of us believe in gift-giving, and that's a good thing.
However, seeing the LCFers collecting funds for starving children in
Ethiopia encourages faith in our perceptions about the less
fortunate in our world. Many of us don't try to change the things
we know are problems, but at least we know, and that's something.
There's probably more we could do to make the holiday better
for other people. While we can't solve some of the larger problems,
we can make an effort to brighten the holiday for those around us.
All of the advertising hype pushing family gatherings makes a lot of
people lonely in a time when they're supposed to be celebrating.
We all know people like that. Right here in this university there
are a good proportion of students from broken homes, or homes
without all the relatives still living, or just typical family conflicts that
cause strained living conditions.
Make an effort in between exams. Talk to people you know who
aren't looking forward to Christmas, or even people who just aren't
into the good tidings yet. Even though it's a month away, this X-
mas spirit stuff isn't such a bad idea.
Merry Christmas, and the best of new years.
Answers
1)Thewildfrontier
2)TermsofEndearment
3)RichardButler
4)5,000
5)True
6)Mr&Mrs.Wilson
7)WilliamHurt
8)HammyHamster
9)Hisclothes,hishair,hisface
10)HarveyKlinger
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Prep. Courses for
Mar. 2 LSAT
Jan. 26 GMAT
for further information call:
.
1-800-387-3742
The Write Place j
Research organization, data entry & I
statistical analysis. WORD
PROCESSING and electronic storage I
Improve your grades in
• ESSAYS * REPORTS *
" RESEARCH PAPERS *
• BOOK LENGTH MANUSCRIPTS "
COMPUTER ASSISTED TUTORING
in most academic subjects,
leisure topics, adult upgrading,
computer literacy
SPECIALTIES:
- Social Science methodology & stats.
- Creative writing, using computer
word processor
contact: Bob Hallman
(Grad Psychology)
749-1354
Birthright means
having a friend
when you are pregnant
and in need.
For free,
practical assistance
579-3990
Creative For men & women:
Individualized Co-ordination
Kr IKC of Wardrobe to Enhance Your
Skin-tone, Lifestyle and Career
&
u> A gift for that special someoneEstV -4* that will last a lifetime
PwO}^~~For further information contact:
Marilyn L. Nixon student rates
w Colour & Wardrobe Consultant available
r %frSV, 743-1112 g//( certificates available J
; »; 11 208 King S., Wloo
:
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'' After you've gone down the slopes for the last time in the day, remember
the sensation of the snow-filled wind in your face with Hiram Walker Schnapps.
Its cool, minty flavour is as refreshing as a spray of snow.
HIRAM WALKER SCHNAPPS.
WHAT A DIFFERENCE A NAME MAKES.
coping WITH
EXAM
ANXIETY
MB MONDAY DEC. 3rd
OVER 11:30^12:30LOAD fa THURSDAY DEC. 6
0-k 2:30 - 3:30
ROOM PI 005
• Do your palms become sweaty and your mouth dry at
the mention of the word EXAMS?
• Do you experience memory loss or 'blanking out'?
• Do you always run out of time before you get to the
end of the exam paper?
• Do you panic when there are unexpected questions on
the exam?
These sessions, just before your exams, are designed to help you
control the stress that is related to exam writing. By making your
anxiety more manageable you may remember more, improve your
exam performance and lose less sleep!
Instructors: Dale Fogle, Wendy Hatch, Sarah Kolasiewicz
Eartothe ground
Notes on The Music Faculty
by Humphrey Lesage
The WLCI Baroque Ensemble was featured
en masse at the November 20th Student
Recital in a variety of interesting vocal and
instrumental combinations. As well, the
Thursday Noon concert highlighted the talents
of Jan Overduin, professor of music at Laurier.
Tuesday's program was a very demanding
one for the students, many of whom were
obviously still struggling with instruments they
were not comfortable with.
Carol Vreugdenhil, on violin, was an
exception. She began the concert with the
stylized music of Biber for solo violin and
continuo. It was evident that while the
expressive freedom of the piece was not
sufficiently captured by Vreugdenhil, her
ample tone and technical security, combined
with the complementary continuo playing,
made the piece a refreshing start to the
concert
The most challenging work on the program
was Francois Couperin's "L'Apotheose de
Lully." The stylistic difficulties of French
Baroque music, compounded with the
number of people playing and the demands of
the authentic instruments (especially the
baroque flute), make Couperin's work almost
too difficult for any ensemble of non-
professional Baroque musicians. However,
under the leadership of director Peggie
Sampson, many of the music's wonderful
moments were highlighted.
The viol, an instrument with horrendous
tuning hazards at the best of times, was
presented in a consort of two trebles, a tenor
and a bass, played by Anne Hall, Laurel
Parsons, Peggie Sampson and Peter Fuller.
The opening of the Henry Puree!! Fantasia was
obviously taxing for the performers and the
unsteady ensemble of the group was not
helped by the equally shaky intonation of the
treble viols. By the second Purceli Fantasia,
these problems had been ironed out and the
pleasing, unique resonance of the viol consort
nullified earlier problems.
Delving further into the spritely music of the
Baroque, the program continued with Anna
Davis, soprano, Anne Thomas, oboe, and
Babette Freitag, continuo, in a delightful
rendition of G.P. Telemann's Cantata No. 48.
The piece as a whole suffered from a lack of
balance, with Davis' voice sometimes losing its
strength under the vigorous tone of the
modem oboe.
The de Visee Suite in C minor, which
concluded the program, was performed by
Richard VanWyck on guitar and Dan Douglas
on recorder. The recorder was inconsistent,
with some notes too brash and unfocused, but
the blend of instruments was not unpleasing.
Thursday's Music at Noon concert
showcased Jan Overduin on the organ. The
recital completed the Leupold concerts
performed by Jan Overduin and Barrie
Cabena(professor of organ at WLXJ), a concert
series with a mandate to play the complete
organ works of J.S. Bach. Overduin's talent
proved to be multi-faceted, whether creating
interesting registrations, giving character to
rhythms and ornaments, or sustaining the
direction of each piece.
Jan Overduin further demonstrated his
diverse talents by conducting the WLCI Choir's
first concert of the season on Sunday
afternoon. It opened with a premiere
performance of A Suite of Psalms by Barrie
Cabena. This piece called for the instrumental
participation of the harp, played by Keith
Goodman, and percussion, played by Mark
Eberhardt.
The Haydn Mass, accompanied by the WLG
Orchestra and soloists Kathleen Brett,
soprano, Carol Ann Feldstein, contralto,
Georg Ohlmann, tenor and Steven Horst,
baritone, was the next and last work on the
program. The Mass was a massive work in
which the enthusiastic singers became
perceptibly buried in the demanding score.
Tne bass section was too forceful, at times
outbalancing the rest of the choir. The often
disturbing intonation of the upper strings was
overshadowed by their rhythmic vitality. The
soloists could have been more audible with the
exception of the luxurious voice of Kathleen
Brett However, one must always take into
account the "garage effect" of the TA
accoustics.
Hollywood's beat
by Jerry Vanderzanden
its time to play that fun newspaper game,
What-Band-Does-Frankie-Sound-Like (a.k.a.
What-Band-Sounds-Like-Frankie). Just think
really hard and write down your guesses.
However, there are no prizes for the winners
because no one loses. While you're doing that,
let's find out more about Frankie Goes To
Hollywood's latest, Welcome To The
Pleasuredome.
The nice thing about this double album as
opposed to most doubles is that each of thefour sides has a separate purpose, like the four
acts in a play.
The first side is the introduction and
welcome to the pleasuredome. The settingdescribed is an "Eden before the fall" paradise
interspersed with all sorts of Caligula-inspired
With the atmosphere created, side two
presents the rising action. As this action
seldom contains surprises, the three re-releases on this side simply build on the case
p
-sex and horror are the new gods."
round in different mixes are Relax, War and
■ wo Tribes.
The third side is the top of the
Pleasuredome. The first three songs—aii
covers—provide the surprises while the fourth,
Wish The Lads Were Here, is the most
enjoyable of the whole package. The last side
is more of the same pleasure ideas and
contains more musical "downs" than "ups" —
hence, the notion that it is the falling action.
So, how did everyone do in the game?Many
felt that the title track and Wish The Lads Were
Here sounded a lot like Pink Floyd. True, the
guitar parts have the same style and there are
lots of sound-effects, but the beat...? Stii!
others thought that much of side four sounded
like Alan Parsons. The vocals, guitar,
keyboards and production do sound like
Parsons, but the beat...?
Well, enough of the game. It is clear that
FGTH sounds very good and is similar to other
music of the past, and has created a lot of
noise in the press. All of this has made them
very popular today. But where will Frankie be
tomorrow when much of their package is
gimmicky? Gimmicks can only sustain music
for a short time until the music either supports
the band, or causes the band to collapse under
its own weight
Also, how credible is a band that sounds
good because of the keyboards, yet does not
have anyone within the band on keyboards?
Trevor Horn did a magnificent job producing
Pleasuredome and made the three
inexperienced musicians in the band (Mark
Q'Toole, Brian Nash and Peter Gill) sound
better than they should. But, Horn can do little
for the sound outside the studio and Frankie-
live only reinforces the producer's role in the
band's success.
If FGTH isto ever make an album as popular
and good asWelcome To The Pleasuredome,
that album will rely more on the music and less
on the hype, the producer and Holly Johnson's
Alfred E. Neuman looks.
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Applications are now being
accepted for the position of .
TYPESETTER
50 MWPM. is a requirement
Contact Chuck or Liz in the
Cord Office and leave name, phone
number and typing speed
by December 5, 1984.
Apply to:
Cord Office
2nd floor 5.C1.8.
884-2990
t^ci fici j
weekly
111 ffijfl 112 I■! .3 P P
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I Nov. 31st I
(Saturday, Dec. Ist)
1 Pre-New Years Eve Bash I
I • Come for the bubbly I
I • Semi-formal I
fi Wear a tie (Tie one on!) H
M 6HOTEIS> WATERLOO It
4 King St. N. (King & Erb) Waterloo 885-5840
__
DQNT
WALK
ALONE
WALK II — January 7 -10, 1985
Interested Walkers:
Reception January 7, 1985 at 9:00 p.m.
Place: to be announced (call 884-1360)
Sponsored by S.A.F.E. & WLUSU
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to be... to be....
Thursday, November 29
MUSIC AT NOON will present Boyd
McDonald, fortepiano, in the T.A. at
12 noon. Admission is free and
everyone is welcome.
GAYS OF WLU coffeehouse in Rm. 4-
301, CTB. Come out and relax from
pre-exam jitters. Don't you need a
break tonight?
Friday, November 30
PSYCHOLOGY COLLOQUIUM will
present Dr. Victor Ujimoto, U of
Guelph to speak on the topic of
"Comparative Aspects of Aging
Asian Canadians". This will take
place in Rm. 3-201 from 2:30-4 p.m.
ARJAY PAINTING information
session will be held from 1: 1 sp.m.
-2:30 p.m.:in Paul Martin Centre.
OPERA EXCERPTS will be held in
the T.A. atB p.m. Tickets are available
through the Faculty of Music or at
the door. Everyone is welcome.
WLUSU FRIDAY NIGHT AT THE
MOVIES will present Educating Rita
in Rm. IEI at 8 p.m. Everyone is
welcome.
Saturday, December 1
PERFORMANCE OF OPERA
EXCERPTS at WLU will present the
students in the opera classes at
Laurier performing at 8 p.m. in the
T.A. Tickets are available through the
faculty of music or at the door.
Everyone is welcome.
Sunday, December 2
SERVICE OF HOLY COMMUNION in
Keffer Memorial Chapel at 11 a.m.
and a coffee hour will follow.
Sponsored by the Lutheran Campus
Ministry.
THE WLU CHAPEL CHOIR, under
the direction of Prof. Barrie Cabena,
will perform an Advent carol service
at 8 p.m. in the Keffer Memorial
Chapel at WLU. Admission isfreeand
everyone is welcome.
YOt) ARE INVITED to join in
recreational folk dance classes from
7:30-9:30 p.m. Sunday evenings at
the Adult Recreation Centre, 185
King St. S., Waterloo. A fee of $3 for
each session for today and
December 16. For more information,
call 576-2653 or 576-1020. Everyone
is welcome.
Monday, December 3
THE TWO AUTHORS of the Great
Brain Robbery, subtitled Canadian
Universities on the Road to Ruin, will
be in the Turret at 3:30 p.m. to attack
and be attacked in an open forum.
The two, J.L. Granatstein, York
University, and Robert Bothwell, U of
Toronto, will also sign copies of their
book, provided by the bookstore at a
10% reduction at this event only.
SUMMER JOB Search Workshop will
be held in Rm. PlOO5 from
12:30- 1:30 p.m.
CONTEMPORARY FILM SCREEN-
ING at Laurier will show Swept Away
by a Strange Destiny on an Azure
August Sea (Wertmuller, 1974) in Rm.
2E7 at 7 p.m.
RESUME WRITING workshop will be
held from 1:30-2:30 p.m. in
Rm. PIOOS.
~CUSO THIRD WORLD BAZAAR will
be heid from 11 a.m.-S p.m., CC, UW.
Proceeds to clean-water projects in
Asia. Phone 885-1211, Ext. 3144 for
details. Note that this is a two-day
event that will continue on December
4 from 11 a.m.-6 p.m.
========
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Monday, December 3 Tuesday, December 4 | Wednesday, December 5 Upcoming
TMP .mthfran PAMPUS mimic BIBLE STUDY in the Lutheran | A CANDLELIGHT
INTERNATIONAL CHRISTMAS
TRY wil hnlri riinnw and oroaram Student H°use will be held from Communion by
the Lutheran 1984-December22-27. You can stay
T Y ill o o d er p g 4_5 Sponsored bv the Lutheran Campus Ministry will be held at and experience a Canadianfrom 4:30-6 p.m. in the Seminary P*™- y t jn Kgffer Memorja| Christmas with a family in such
Lounge. ■ Chapel. A coffee hour will follow and places as Ottawa, Montreal, Toronto,
—
—
~~ everyone is welcome to attend. and London. Alternatively you can go
INTERVIEW SKILLS workshop will Worinoarinu Horomhor «; — to a cam P> meet interesting people
be held in Rm. P1005 from 6:30- >> JOB SEARCH workshop will be held enjoy winter sports and indoor crafts
8:30 p.m. from 12:30-1:30 p.m. in Rm. P1005. and games. For more information,
LAURIER CHRISTIAN Fellowship see the brochures at the dean of
™ :
"
will hold their Christmas banquet in
—
— student's office.
Tuesday, December 4 the Seminary Lounge. For more Upcoming SCrENCE-FICTION CLUB second
information contact Ron Rogge at ' annual short-story contest! All
745-7282. entries are to be typed (double-
STUDENT PLACEMENT officer DR. ROY CAMERON, UW, will spaced) and placed in an envelope
presentation will be held from THE CANADIAN FEDERATION of discuss "Current Issues in Weight with name and student number on
11:30 a.m.-12:30 p.m. in Rm. P3007. University Women (K-W Branch) will Treatment: A Review of Some Recent the outside of the envelope only. The
hold their December Christmas Studies". This psychology maximum length is 2,000 words. All
RESUME WRITING workshops to be meeting in the Crystal Ballroom of colloquium will be held in Rm. 3-201 entries are to be turned into WLUSU
held from 10-11 a.m. and from 6-7 the Walper Terrace at 6:30 p.m. The from 2:30-4 p.m. on Friday, office by 4p.m. Friday, March 1,1985.
p.m. in Rm. P1005. Sweet Adelines will perform at December 7. Admission is free and For more information, contact David
8:15 p.m. everyone is welcome. Brown at 884-8967.
classifieds
—IP——l SB j j gggg , —————
Stenographic Services Articles for Sale Personals I Personal Business
QUALIFIED TYPIST. Anything typed AMAZING PACKAGE DEAL!!! Asahi TO THE SCHIZO STUDENT WITH HALF-TON
from theses to resumes. IBM Pentax KlOOO 35 mm Camera with Broken hearts can be mended PICKUP will move anything from
Selectric typewriter Will edit and JMC Pentax-M 1:2 50 mm lens. Also with candlelight lunches furniture to firewood within 30-mile
correct any spelling. Will supply included: adjustable bounce therapeutic guitar playing and 'radius of Waterloo. Ask for Doug at
paper. Call Pamela at 884-6913. computer flash with wide and tele winter weekends from K-W. 746-3429.
_ adapter, two optical filters, lens Your Lady of Desire.
WORD PROCESSING! One block cleaner and usage booklets. At a . RPQP Rrfrom campus. Fast, dependable retail value of over $350, the items— LISTEN!! I hope you all had a great * , ?? \he
service. $1/DS page. May book complete with large, padded ia ugh Friday night. Glad I could University of Waterloo is looking for
ahead. Draft copy provided. Phone travelling case—are a definite cheer you up. Please leave me alone couples to participate in a study on
885-1353. bargain at $200. Call 884-8393 now. L. P.S. The tape isn't funny C. communications in close relation-
anytime. (You're so nice). ships. Couples must be living
COMPUSCRIBE WORD processing
~ together or married for at least two
featuring laser printing for highest APPLE lie MICROCOMPUTER, disk DEAR TOP LEFT CORNER: (8u5227 years. Volunteeers; willl be paid $20
quality. Advantages include efficient drive, 80 column card, monitor, D ... ,
for approximately two hours of their
reliable services, perfect final copy, R5232 card, numeric keypad, Dr. Thanks
Receivab e time^ For further information, please
documentstorage options, computer software. Ask for Steve at 888-6899 CR accumulated appreciation, call 885-1211, ext. 2949.
spelling check, right-justified ps Let me know who V ou arel
margins, multiple originals. Laser ———7
— — WRITE PLACE. Computer-
printinq—sl/DS page Resumes- Lost & Found DEAR BOP: (Brother to Bip) Ask for assisted tutoring in most academic
$5/oaae Reaular Drintina available. help anytime, I love to! The view may subjects, leisure topics, adult
743-2269 be great from the 6th floor but upgrading and computer literacy. For
' reward fnr anx .nna finHinr, an anywhere looks super-duper with | more information contact Bob
TYPING, PHOTOCOPYING, Invicta watch with a black leather 74q"S pSyChol ° 9y) at
743 "867 a band. Please call Gary a, 886-7719. "oTs o.Le Skipper
LETTER QUALITY word processing, LO ST: one pair of prescription HAPPY 21st BIRTHDAY Debbie. p UEB^CH °KIT\ hJanc 31 " cFeb ' 3h
and/or typing of resumes, essays, glasses in orange case. Lost on the Smiles and Sunshine to ya. Will sure "resented by the French/Spanish
theses, etc. Multiple originals. Fast Way to the Laurier/Toronto hockey miss that bubbly personality next club. Prices start from only $129
accurate service. Delivery arranged, game (Albert St.). If found please call term. Hope you get everything you including transportation, accom-
Call Diane at 579-1284. 884-2807 or 884-2990 want. Luv Sharon & Lisa. modations, and walking tour. Formore information: come to a meeting
TYPING — 15 years' experience LOST: 1 North York Seahawks ALEX D. & PREPPIE CHRIS in Psych lueSdIueSd ?y ' [ at 5;3?, inuniversity papers, theses, etc. Fast, football jacket No. 67, OT. Red and 204. It's been 3 weeks since we told m' CTEI or call Christy
professional, satisfaction guaran- yellow. Reward offered, phone you how we felt & we're still waiting Snelgrove at 746-4809.
teed. Call Nancy anytime at 746-3036. (with baited breath) for our private
. r , , ;
—:
~
576-7901. showing. We need you bad, guys!! If TO THOSE WHO have placed a lost &
REWARD: Lost black leather' we have to stand back & look at those found ad in the Cord classifieds. If
WORD PROCESSING. Proofs shoulder bag in women's washroom, shitters much longer, there's no your lost has been found or if your
available. Fast service at reasonable CTB. Phone 884-4167 and ask for teiling what we might do!! Hugs, . been returned to their
rates. Phone Carol at 884-3537. Kathrvn. Kisses & Love, the 4 Girls on Top. !1 9 1 °,wnf.rs ' P'® ase let us kn owatthe Cord office. Thanks, the Cord
TYPING —15 years'experience. IBM REWARD!! for finder of red, mid- MICHELLE Forget Doug. Were all , classifieds co-ordinator.
Selectric, fast service. Phone Anne at length canvas jacket lost in our nights for nothing? Snuggles. " "N
886-4902. Concourse or women's washroom 112 T cu
(beside Registrar's office). Please HAPPY BIRTHDAY Wendy. Luv ■■ I -SHIRTS
P.M. TYPING. Reasonable rates, call 884-8393 — anytime. Gonk , SWEATSHIRTS
893-7091. HATS
— — FOUND: leather jacket, discovered RADIO LAURIER!! —WATCH FOR RUGfiFR
WILL DO TYPING. Call Diane in the Turret and must identify. IT!! oulnro
579-3741. Phone 746-3959. rUO ! BALL SHIRTS
__
DEAR RAINBOW To satisfy your BASEBALL SHiRTS
TYPING! ESSAYS and resumes. curiosity as to what more I was doing POLO SHIRTS
Paper supplied. Reasonable rates, Accommodations on the ice, we must meet and discuss SPORT SHIRTS
close to universities. Call Donna at further. Do you like Pina Coladas? -r-. iqti pXiirr^u'c
888-6308 after 5:30 p.m. Send letter with return address! ' iMhoKo
attfntidm PO-OP <;ti inPMTQi Sincerely, Hawk of Gold at the end of HOCKEY SHIRTS
_ Furnished luxury four-bedroorr■ | the rair| bow. Custom Printed forArticles for Sale apartment with air conditioning, , your
— swimming pool, sauna, billiards,
~ k
dhSC Killer Bees Tpam Hub
work-out room ptr Available for TherB wl " be an organizational lea ,
u u
10,000 DIFFERENT ORIGINAL term Subsidized rnfnd i meetin9 this Sunday' December 2at floor or housemovie posters. Catalogue $2. c | oSe to the university Call 746-4776 3 p.m. on the football field. For all student discountMnemonics Ltd., Dept. No. 9, 3600 i°s t i it . ll . p|gyers & Q|d) jf yQu cgnnQt "
21st St., N.E., Calgary, Alta.
____—, j make it please call Dan (884-3748) or j a ' |
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SPORTS
V-ball Hawks unbeaten streak...
by Theresa Kelly
With a record of 3-0, the women's
volleyball team is off to their best
season ever. The Hawks extended
their unbeaten streak last Thursday
night with a three games to one
victory over the Brock Badgers. -
The team appeared sluggish inthe
first game losing 15-12 to the
Badgers. The Hawks seemed jittery,
playing before one of the largest
home crowds ever. Coach Leach
noted that the team was "surprised
by how well the Badgers could hit the
Dai!, considering their small size. '
The Hawks rebounded from their
disappointing start to take the
second game 15-9.After evening the
match at one game each, the Hawks
went on to win the next two games.
Game three proved to be no contest
for the Hawks, as they won rather
handily, 15-4.
In game 4, the1 Hawks found
themselves down 13-9, and in
jeopardy of having the match qo to a
fifth game. After a tirne-out, the
Hawks won the next four points off
Ruth Hirtle's serve to tie the game.
The teams traded serves before the
Hawks finally took the game, 1513.
Leach praised the efforts of middle
back Debbie Whatrnore, the female
athlete of the week, for herace spikes
and stuff blocks. Whatmore was
abie to take advantage of her
position at the net by scoring
numerous points.
Leach explains the team's success
by saying that "we have more
dedicated and more intense players
than in the past"' Their ability to play
together as a unit this season has
made the difference.
Effective high school recruiting
has helped the team this year, by
giving the Hawks the necessary
depth in ail positions. Leach hopes
that the annua! high school
tournament held at Laurier in Sate
January will bring new talent to
Laurier next fall.
The team has two more games
before the Christmas break, at
Windsor on December 1 and at
home against Western on
December 4. Leach is confident that
the team can finish with at least a
5-1 record at the halfway point of the
season. Last year the Hawks finished
at 6-6.
The large home crowd against
Brock impressed Leach. In the past,
the women's teams have not enjoyed
tremendous fan support, but this is
changing this season. As Leach
added,"With fans cheering you on
like that, it makes the whole thing
worthwhile.
Photo by Karim Viranl
Laurier spiker Deb Whatmore smashes the ball during last Thursday's volleyball action at the
A.C. The Hawks remained unbeaten by downing the Brock Badgers.
...endsatMac
by Theresa Kelly
The battle for first place took
place in the OWIAA West division
last Tuesday night in Hamilton, as
the Hawks faced the Marauders.
Both teams had identical records
of 3-0 going into the match.
The Hawks were up two games
to nothing, and appeared to have
the match in their hands.
However, the match ended in
disappointment for the Hawks, as
the Marauders stormed back to
win the next threegames and take
the match.
After winning the first two
games 15-8, and 15-9, the team
lost momentum in the third. The
Marauders took advantage,
taking game three 15-8.
In the crucial fourth game, the
Marauders edged the Hawks by
two points, 15-13. The Marauders
then clinched the match and first
place with a decisive 154 fifth-
game win.
Hawks increase first-place lead
by Eric Beyer
The Wilfrid Laurier Golden Hawks
upped their record to 8-1-2 last
Saturday by defeating the lowly
Ryerson Rams 6-1 at Waterloo
Arena. The Hawks scored three
goals in a four-minute span in the
first period to cruise to victory behind
the solid goaltending of Steve
Bienkowski,
Left-winger Paul Roantree got
things rolling for the Hawks at 9:02,
assisted by Ray Kremer and Joe
Hrysko, when he popped in a short-
Laurier 6
Ryerson 1
handed goal. Forty-nine seconds
later, Dave Aitchison, on a good
individual effort, counted the second
Laurier goal on a power play. Laurier
continued to dominate, with their
high-powered offensive game plan,
by scoring their second short-
handed goal of the period at 12:09.
Todd Hoffman slammed in a drive,
after being set up by Captain Rob
Whistle and Paul Roantree.
Still in the first period, at 14:23,
Mike Gazzola opened the game up
further with help from Pete Blackand
Aitchison. The shots on goal in the
first period which were 21-1 in favour
of the Hawks were a good indication
of how much the Rams were
outplayed.
In the second period, both teams
played sloppily, but Ryerson
managed tokeep Laurier off balance
for the duration. At 1729, a
tremendous collision rocked
Laurier's Pete Black and Mike Kisel
of the Rams close to the visitor's net.
After a few moments, both managed
to rise, with the Ryerson player
having blood running down his
temple and ear.
With three seconds left in the
stanza, Aitchison, from Gazzola and
Joel Levesque, recorded his second
goal of the game with a shot that just
barely made it through the legs of
Ram goalie Jay McKenzie, making
the score 5-0.
The Rams managed a limited
comeback when Mark Patterson
ended Bienkowski's shut-out bid with
a screened slap-shot at 7:02. The
tally was assisted by MikeTredinnick
The final score for both sides came
at 10:03on a power play opportunity.
Joel Levesque, set up by Jim Quinn
and Doug Marsden, shot an ice-
hugging shot which found its way
into the Ram net.
After the game, a philosophical
Ryerson Coach Jim Cairnes was
resigned to the defeat but was
satisfied that the Hawks "did not
score any more goals." Caimes
praised the Laurier defense, calling
them "big, powerful and the main
strength of the Hawks." The first-year
coach also added that he felt a small
school such as Laurier with a
successful hockey program was an
inspiration to the Ryerson team.
Laurier beats Brock
by Rob Furlong
They say the mark of a good team
is the ability to beat the teams they
are supposed to beat. The Wilfrid
Laurier Golden Hawks did just that
Friday night by downing the Brock
Badgers 5-1 in St Catherine's.
The Hawks were rusty out of the
gate, managing to build only a 2-0
lead going into the third period.
Superior conditioning, however,
prevailed as the Hawks found their
skating legs and the Badgers lost
theirs. An injury to veteran Tony
Martindale five minutes into the third
period forced Head Coach Wayne
Gowing to go with three lines. The
Hawks responded positively by
upping the game's tempo and
generally dominating Brock the rest
of the way.
Dave Beckon opened the scoring
late in the first period as Rob Whistle
sent him up on a clear breakaway.
Beckon made no mistake as he
deposited his fourth goal of the
season into the top comer. The
referee proved to be the central
figure of the first period, as his
excessive penalty calls both
disrupted the flow of the game and
confused the timekeepers.
Beric Sykes scored the only goal
of the second period. He whistled a
snap shot from the top of the face-off
circle through the goalie s legs.
Centre Dave Beckon assisted on the
goal as he cleanly won the face-off to
feed the puck to "Psycho."
Goaltender Steve Bienkowski kept
the Hawks in front with several
excellent saves as the Badgers
carried the play for most of the
second period, outshooting the
Hawks 11-6.
The score remained close until
late in the third, when Peter Black
wheeled from his own zone, through
centre ice, around the defense and
beat the Brock goalie to the short
side from a bad angle. Two minutes
later Joe Hrysko set up Paul Roantree
on a two-on-one, to give the Hawks a
commanding 4-0 lead with just two
and a half minutes to play.
With Doug Marsden off for
hooking at the 19:32 mark, the
Badgers broke Steve Bienkowski's
shut-out bid. Marsden came back to
make amends fifteen seconds later,
as he ripped a shotto the top comer,
giving the Hawks a 5 to 1 victory.
Laurier outshot Brock 48-27.
Hawkey Talk: Tony Martindale
twisted his ankle at Brock and
missed the game against Ryerson.
He is expected to be back on
Saturday as the Hawks host the
Windsor Lancers at 7 p.m. at the
Waterloo Arena.
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Vanier goes to Guelph
by Dave Stacey
Last Saturday afternoon at
Toronto's Varsity Stadium, the
university football season came to an
end for 1984. A record Vanier Cup
crowd of 19,842 watched as the
Guelph Gryphonscamefrom behind
to edge the Mt. Allison Mounties 22-
13.
The famous Gryphon com-
bination of Randy Walters to Pam'
Ceci, which had been dormant for
the past two weeks, will certainly be
remembered by the Mounties'
defense. Ceci caught just two passes,
but both went for touchdowns,
covering 127 yards in total. At the
end of the game, Ceci was awarded
the Ted Morris Memorial Trophy as
the game's outstanding player.
Guelph was first on the
scoreboard. They capped off a 100-
yard drive with an 89-yard
touchdown reception by Ceci with
about two and a half minutes left in
the opening quarter.
The second quarter belonged to
the Mounties. They scored 10 points
to lead 10-7 at the half. Their first
points of the game came off an 11,-
yard field goal by Terry Baker half-
way through the quarter.
The Mounties' lone touchdown of
the game came with a little more
than two minutes left in the half.
Guelph was lined up in punt
formation deep in their own end
when Mark Hurst, the Guelph punter,
hobbled the snap. Hurst' recovered
the ball, but before he could decide
what to do with it, Scott Cameron
came barrelling through the line,
took the ball away from him and ran
20 yards for the score.
The third quarter was similar to the
first two quarters. Mt Allison
continued to dominate but could
manage only a 24-yard field goal by
Baker fate in the quarter, which gave
them a 13-7 lead.
Guelph came alive in the fourth
quarter as ML Allison started to fold.
The Mounties failed to pick up a
single first down in the last quarter.
Guelph tied the score at 13 by
capping off a 72-yard drive. Walters
threw .38 yards downfield to Ceci,
who literally stole the ball from a
Mountie defender at the two-yard line
and fell into the endzone. The
convert attempt was blocked and the
score remained tied.
On the enduing drive, the
Mounties were burned by a bad
placement They gambled with third
and about a foot at their own 35.
Steve Sharp took the ball and
appeared to gain close to a yard, but
after the measurement, the ball was
short and Quelph took over. The
Gryphons capitalized on this
turnover when Tim Quirke kicked a
23-yard field goai with just under
three minutes left to play. The
Mounties failed to move the ball
following the field goal and were
forced to punt. Guelph proceeded to
drive the length of the field on some
strong running toy Jed Tommy,
Darryt Skuse and John Godry*
On the last play of the game,
Guelph found themselves on the 1-
yard line after a 23-yard run by Jed
Tommy. Instead of grounding the
ball, the Gryphons decided to run up
the score by taking it into the
endzone.
Warriors spike Hawks
by Rob Bissonnette
The Hawks waged battle at the
Athletic Complex last Friday night
against the Waterloo Warriors in
men's varsity volleyball action, i
However, the battle was really over
before it had a chance to begin. The
Warriors, who are led by national
team players Owen Jones and Dave
Ambrose, extended their unbeaten
streak to 24 straight with a three-
games-to-one victory over Laurier.
Although definitely rated as
underdogs, the Hawks never made it
easy for the Warriors by pressuring
them at all possible opportunities
with their relentless hustle and
determination. But, in the end the
Warriors' superior talent proved to be
too much and after 68 minutes, the
Hawks finally lost the match with
scores of 5-15, 10-15, 15-10, and 7-
15.
The first game was dominated
from start to finish by Waterloo. The
Warriors hit the ball to the floor with
authority, time after time. Laurier
seemed to be in disarray. It was as if
the Warriors' reputation had
preceded them and it alone was
sufficient to beat the Hawks.
Game two began, with heads
hanging low in anticipation of
another blow-out Instead, the Hawks
came out firing, scoring the first
point in what would prove to be an
adventure packed 21-minute game.
Neither team could gain a firm
advantage, until the Warriors
brought out their secret weapon,
something they call "little Rogger".
He is approximately five foot six. His
appearance sparked humorous
chatter from the crowd, but only
briefly, because his first touch of the
bail was a service ace. From this
point on, the Warriors continued to
score until they had built up a 12-6
advantage. The play started to even
out again and Laurier fought their
way back to get within three, at 10-
i *5
The third game was slow-paced
with both teams making mental
errors. But, with Laurier down 6-8,
things began to change around. The
team began to get fired up, driving
the ball hard at the visitors on every
possible occasion. By the time
Waterloo called a time-out the Hawks
were leading 12-8. Laurier went on to
win 15-10.
Not taking any chances, Waterloo
returned to its original starting
formation. Laurier had gained both
the momentum and the confidence
needed to take the Warriors on one
to one. No side scored more than
two consecutive points. This trend
continued until a stand-off at seven
was reached. After this point
Waterloo went into high gear.
Nothing Laurier tried seemed to
work. .As a result the match ended
quickly with a 15-7 fourth-game
victor/ for Waterloo.
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Hawks at Naismith
Classic consolation
by Dave "Stumper" McIntosh
Things turned out well for the
Laurier men's basketball team last
weekend as they wound up winning
the consolation championship ofthe
Naismith Classic held at the
University of Waterloo.
The eight-team tournament
included Waterloo, McGill, Acadia,
Manitoba, Laurier, Ryerson,
Lakehead and Guelph. The three-day
tournament was eventually won by
the host school.
In Laurier's opening .match,
Manitoba Bisons showed their talent
by outscoring the Hawks 72-64. This,
however, was a blessing in disguise
as the Golden Hawks could do no
wrong after their initial loss and
consequently wound up as the
consolation champs.
Chuck Klassen led the scoring for
the Hawks in the first game with 19
points. The Golden Hawks' gutsy
performance had only one flaw in it.
Joe Ogoms of the Bisons kept
scoring baskets and ended up
accounting for 31 of the 72 total
points.
Bob Grosevic, the unsung hero of
the Laurier squad, stormed through
the Guelph defense in the second
game to lead the Hawks to a 83-67
victory over the Gryphons. He put 22
points through the hoop.
Ryerson became a victim of the
prowling Hawks in the consolation
final. After a dismal first half, the
Hawks exploded in the second half to
open up a 10-point lead. Captain
Steve Forden was once again a vital
part of the Laurier attack with 22
points to his credit. The Hawks rolled
over the Rams 79-63.
Laurier placed fifth overall in the
tournament. Ace centre Chuck
Klassen scored a team-leading 55
points in the Naismith Classic.
Forden was a close second with 53
and CJrosevic managed a total of 42
points.
Dave MacNeil gave an impressive
performance with his defensive play,
by using his speed and swiftness to
cover both ends of the floor while
frustrating many of the ball carriers.
His offensive efforts gave Laurier an
additional 15 points.
Hawks stung
by Gregg Paisley
In their second league game of the
season last Wednesday, the
women's basketball team was
defeated 97-54 by Western.
The teams traded baskets for the
first 10 minutes. The game was
highlighted by the aggressive piay of
the Hawks' guards and the accurate
shooting of both teams. Western
held a slim 25-20 lead at the end of
the first quarter.
After a time-out, the Mustangs
intensified their full-court pressure
on defense, forcing the Hawks to
commit a number of errant passes.
These give-aways contributed to a
47-26 half-time lead for Western.
The second half started slowly, as
both teams tired from the fast-paced
opening half. The play was
characterized by numerous fouls
and turnovers for each side. The play
remained slow until the mid-point of
the haif when the Mustangs re-
asserted themselves on defense. The
Hawks again started forcing passes
and the Mustangs were able to
capitalize on these errors.
The Hawks could never mount a
challenge, despite a valiant effort
right to the end, as the Mustangs
claimed the victory. Throughout the
game, the Hawks were victimized by
questionable calls by the officials.
Protests on several of these calls led
to technical fouls being assessed to
both Coach Gary Jeffries and
Assistant Coach Fred Nichols.
Center Leslie Kamps played a
strong game offensively and
defensively for the Golden Hawks.
She ied ail scorers with 22 points,
despite playing the game with a
broken knuckle. Hawk Sue O'Brien
chipped in 13 points in the losing
cause. Karen Mitchell ied the
Mustangs with 20 poinis while team
mates Nancy Lemon and Tracy
Desutter added 17 points each.
Despite the loss, Coach Jeffries
was pleased, stating "The game was
an improvement in all regards over
the Brock game." Even with the 0-2
start he remains optimistic, because
the first two games were against the
strength of the league.
Scoreboard
Hockey
CXiAA
RESULTS
York 6 Toronto 2
Laurier 5 Brock 1
McMaster 7 Queen's 6
Western 9 Ryerson 0
Laurier 6 Ryerson 1
Brock 4 Queen's 3
Waterloo 7 Guelph 5
Laurentian 7 RMC 5
Laurentian 8 RMC 5
owiaa West Basketball
Volleyball
OOAA West
RESULTS
Brock 3 McMaster 1
Western 3 Guelph 0
Waterloo 3 Laurier 1
OWIAA West
RESULTS
Windsor 3 Western 1
Waterloo 3 Guelph 0
Laurier 3 Brock 1
Western 3 Guelph 1
BASKETBALL RESULTS
Waterloo 60 McMaster 55
Western 97 Laurier 54
Western 67 Waterloo 63
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sports
G W L T F A FT
Lauricr 11 8 1 2 70 34 18
Laurentian 10 6 2 2 78 50 14
York 11 7 4 0 61 40 14
Western 6 6 0 0 39 17 12
Toronto 6 4 1 1 41 23 9
Guetph 7 4 2 1 35 34 9
Windsor 8 4 3 1 46 30 9
Waterloo 9 4 5 0 40 62 8
Queen's 11 3 6 2 46 59 8
Brock 11 3 7 1 53 70 7
RMC 13 3 9 1 61 72 7
McMaster 8 2 5 1 38 44 5
Ryerson 9 0 9 0 25 98 0
n , GWLTFAFTBrock 2 2 0 0 166 86 4Western 2 2 0 0 164 117 4
Waterloo 3 2 1 0 183 L77 4
2 1 1 0 109 lb7 2
1 0 1 0 55 60 0Windsor 2 0 2 0 105 125 0jjgafcf 2 0 ? n 82 192 0
G W L T F A PT
Waterloo 4 4 0 0 12 3 8
Western 4 3 10 113 6
Laurier 4 2 2 0 8 8 4
Guelph 4 2 2 0 6 7 4
Brock 4 1 3 0 4 10 2
McMaster 4 0 4 0 2 12 0
G W L T F A PT
Laurier 3 3 0 0 9 3 6
McMaster 3 3 0 0 9 4 6
Waterloo 5 3 2 0 13 8 6
Windsor 4 2 2 0 8 7 4
Brock 4 2 2 0 7 7 4
Western 4 1 3 0 6 10 2
Guelph 5 0 5 0 2 15 0
PARTY
with Campus Marketing
YOUR BEST DEAL TO FLORIDA
YOU DRIVE (TO THE PARTY) A
$ 99 Cdn.
WE DRIVE {THE PARTY STARTS HERE)
• Round trip motor coach transportation to beauttful M'W - wwgi ' "
Daytona Beach (WE DRME Packages Only) We use T 1
nothing but modern highway coaches N iraßk
• FREE refreshmentsavailable on tne motor coacllon the '' |8^
• Seven Florida days/six endless night: a* one of our BL W
exciting oceanfront hotels, located right on the Daytona bxIBSBSS&*\ ? • ' "
Beachstrip. Yourhotel has a beauttful pool, sun deck, air 'rjBBBBk, 'Sn^i T
conditioned rooms, color TV. and a nice long stretch of
\
mEPKaBmBp bSß^ws
• Afull schedule of FREE pool deck parties every day.
'
' n3Bp\ 1 H y\
•Afullllstofpre-arrangeddlscountsfosoveyoumoneyln flO * \
Daytona Beach. \ Vn
• Travel representatives to Insure a smooiti trip and a II
good time | Kg
• Optional side excursions to Disney World, Epcot, deep gS
sea fishing, party cruises, etc.
THE GREATEST TIME - THE BEST PRICE I departure:
FOR FURTHER INFORMATSON I at ' Feb 16
AND SIGN UP ■
t
Darick Battaglia Sun., Feb. 24
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VO is a dlffiadt to Condomsarent hard to find or
discuss difficult to buy. to
Especially fact, they'reavail-
between lovers. , able without
Unfortu- \ \ prescription at
.v nately, though, drugstores
it isn't at all everywhere,
difficult to So think
catch. Some- \ \ v\ iit oven
partners \ 'jj in mind that P
who don't -
pill can protect you, a beau-
But the common- |j|yjr tiful reia-
sense condom can. tionship to an ugly end.
The condom has long been
AJ thP TH£ COMMONSENSE CONDOM.contoaceptwe and as e only BECAUSE SEX SHOULDN'T BEAWORRY.really effective way to minimize
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Join the Laurier Tradition
34th ANNUAL
nr>J
~
Boar's Head Dinner •* M A %
— A Christmas Feast — •
Monday, December 3rd (y J\ k (£y ?
Reception 6 p.m. 3 \jY />\ S
Dinner 7 p.m. "t \ £<* \
Theatre Auditorium Cj -<=>* 5
~ 5'
H 1951 — 1984 -&\ /THE INCREDIBLE WORLD OFT ■MIKE MANDEL
Featured entertainen
Hypnotist, comedian Tickets on sale now at theInfo booth. Get yours early!
Friday, November 30
_ i- Rm IEI $2Dinner includes turkey, C iAv » * - •
dressing, vegetables, jl\Yii —■» f*l J|J / \ 8 p.m.
potatoes, cranberry jelly, II f-| ft \J — —
plum pudding & sauce || »-""°
'
All for $3.25. and to Toronto $8.00 now
12 noon to 3 p.m. j
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Forde Studio & Ford's
Custom Framing would
like to wish you a Merry
Christmas and a
prosperous New Year.
See you in January!
I 7> GOOD TIMES EMPORIUM y>
Every
~~
TUESDAY
is
STUDENT DAY
DAY & NIGHT
20% off food Jtems
with student I.D.
(Piease show I.D. when ordering)
HAPPY HOUR
day & night
r "©Boole's \
Saturday- u Specials -
_|AanvSeason
fcs University Ave. E. Check out
(University & Weber) Our new
746-1810 menu!
i
0.
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I S PASTAS 29 University Ave E Waterloo
?*v>,;.cd' : PI7ZA Stanley-Park-Mall. Kitchener"&■„ :~-(j Laurentian Hills Plaza" '
I If? $1.00 c F„■ <d UJ yv ■ *1 » w *» ■I J§ >. Orr Delivery
I Q.ra o off any size pizza over a minimum price
I o g ™ of $4 00 with this coupon
■ r— CO 0. Cut along here and save money
I 3 PASTAS 29 University Ave. E. WaterlooH co PIZZA Stanley Park Mall, Kitchener &I.: J- Laurentian Hills Plaza
I Iff OR FreeI |-§ >. OFF Delivery
I ? o.~ o °" a °y size P ,zza over a minimum priceI ) § " Q of 00 w,th ,h 's couponI " Jf0l Cut alon9 here and save money
I s PASTAS 29 Unversity Ave E Waterloo 1I 52 PI77A Stanley Park Mall. Kitchener &B--; ' Laurentian Hills Plaza
III nn
°|i AIU OR Free
OFF Delivery
o « c off any size pizza over a minimum price
o <3 SS
of $4 00 with this coupon
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® PASTAS 29 University Ave E Waterloo
o PIZZA Stanley Park Mall. Kitchener &>>*" Laurentian Hills Plaza
I |J $1-00 OR Free
f-§> OFF Delivery
q.'m o Off any size pizza over a minimum price
3 5 « of $4.00 with this coupon
' p §. .y
„
r-WQ. Cut along here and save money
oo PASTAS 29 University Ave. E. Waterloo
o PIZZA Stanley Park Kitchener &
_>>*" Laurentian Hills Plaza
|P $100
21S OR Free
OFF Delivery
a « o off any size pizza over a minimum price
g o « of $4.00 with this coupon
U ' ° S. .2 'Cut along here and save money
®
- PASTAS 29 University Ave. E Waterloo
o PIZZA Stanley Park Mall. Kitchener & :
>> Laurentian Hills Plaza
jtf OR Free
wOFF Delivery
ttro o off any size pizza over a minimum price
2 <3 ra of $4 00 with this coupon
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- :'.--"arif ■
'-U)DL Cut along here and save money
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| WATERLOO I
| 29 University Ave. East I
j (University & Regina) I
! Merry Christmas j I
j & i Early Christmas I
|
.. I («</3l present I' Happy New i Trsr I
j Year j \
.1 | ir - % the first ten customers
| to 'n I
frOni | \ Pastas' Pizza Man get
| _ < liminr one 9", 3 item pizza free. IImanagement Of S'tdft ! fjl'ij/f Limit one free pizza per customer.
I at Pastas Pizza I 1
I * ™'"r " 19
3 | 8
j j Thursday, November 29 to 2:30 p.m.
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Present your student card and receive:
I
* 15% OFF Frames 1
! • $2.00 OFF Passports & ID. photos
® $1,00 OFF Custom Photofinishing
See us for more info
on graduation portraits.
3 locations:
893-7120 886-1740 894-1060
Stanley Park Mall Waterloo Town Square Fairview Park Mall
(Concourse)
-
t&Lf DISCOVER
IBBE our complete line of
/ QUALITY OUTDOOR
y EQUIPMENT
AND CLOTHING
( STUDENT SPECIAL
WINTERIZE YOUR EYES I
Adventure Guide Stirs Glasses I
ultraviolet protection X/\ ft
* Glass double gradient
• Removable leather \
" /fißr
side shields V J WI 50% OFF OK $10.00 / / J I
~
.--.j HOLLOWFIL II BOOTIES I
i... \ "2'< Cure cold floors and .feVrvfi . . onlyST , ' 3M your feei
- t0 comfy heat I
ULTRALIGHT HIKING HOOTS j
now Lightweight comfort and ragged j
qq durability with a custom fit ,-^~r 0 I
S '""'•■"■"■■■l' »..*.
-
*
■ C io-§ ijj
258 KING ST. NORTH, WATERLOO 88&-3121
('/.•block north of University Ave., on the right)
■ \
* is| |y * m <j §wk 1 k fe
<IhB&zJH sllml1 -$gwnJ& mm i
iMlMi^ I
DOOR CRASHER EACH MORNING 9AM
Men's & Ladies'
SKI SWEATERS Values from $50 to $55 19.99 eaj
Door crasher each morning 9AM!!!
Men's "TOPHER" QQ
SKS VESTS our reg - $80
*?«
tOlO an unbelievable price
Men's & Ladies'
~
TURTLENECKS v/alues from $17.98 UP groups from 4.99 UP
Assorted Men's & Ladies'
#%#% _
~
SKI JACKETS Hundreds to choose from 29*99 UP
SKI SUITS Large assortment, all reduced!!!
MENS - LADIES' - CHILDREN'S Great buys in suits!!!!
Men's & Ladies' Pedicrep
WARM UP 818 PANTS our re9 $90 49,99 pr I
Assorted Men's & Ladles' <r\r\
RUGGER PANTS from 9.99 pr
Men's - Ladies' - Shirts - Shorts . _.__
SUMMER SPORTS CLOTHING 1(112 »•.«
THERMAL SKI SOX 1.98 ea. or a tots"
DOOR CRASHER EACH MORNING
AT 9 A.M. Believe or not!
100 pairs of our top selling "VELTONEN"
cross country skis 19,99 pair
Limit 4 pair per customer — Sensational price
DOOR CRASHER EACH MORNING 9AM
Men's & Ladies' "Ditrani"
"DOWN" PULLOVER our reg $,50 99.99 ea
Ladies' "TOPHER"
~ ' " ~~~
TRACK SUITS ou reg jeo 19.99 ea
TOQUES Many styles from 1.98 ea!
ADULT - ALPINE - DOWNHILL TRAPPEUR
SKI BOOTS Jgsxsr « 1/2 PRICE
ADULT - ALPINE - DOWNHILL Skis 4 __
SKI IPACKAC3E Bindings Our reg. $280 139.99
ADULT - ALPINE" " ~ ~~ ~~®Q f%tk I
FIBREGLASS SKIS our res- S2OQ <>*-*»
ADULT - Values to $100
~
|
CROSS COUNTRY SKIS from 29.99 pr
Children's - 2 Groups 9.99 pf j
| CROSS COUNTRY SKIS & 19,99 pr j
| SKI BOOTS warm °$3o
eg
' 1/2 price 14.99 pf I
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UNIONISATION | |
Buy 2 Items. Get 3rd Item of same value
vrmrirt
Sizes ; Denims Gifts &
;; 5-15 2444 ;! Crafts
I'l￿ 1 >
I *
M J M J M_— -1
Buy 1 Item, Get 2nd Item HALF-PRICE!
(On all regular-priced merchandise.)
i A Unique Boutique
j ofFashions and Gifts 1 Sale Starts Dec. 3rd
16 Onion St. E. Just one block East of Mutual Life.
| HH
| VfSA
* I j 10:00-5:30 Mon.-Sat 10:00-9:00Fri. j
t izincn'olDCCMC 15 MINUTES FROM WATERLOO!VIDEO SCREENS University Ave. West to Fischer-
COPVSC' * x , \C* FOOSBALL "?ln™n ™ S°«th Highland Rd.SU WfiexeO at Shooters WesttoßAD£N\rv
".PRODUCE YOUR STUDENT CARD FOR DISCOUNTS...
" ...Wednesday's...CANADlAN NIGHT.. Very special prices...
ringer ...Thursday's...FOOSßALL NIGHT..,Tabs???
Foods ...Friday's...KEG NIGHT...Bash starts at 8:00 PM...
! OPEN SUNDAYS
/5C Daily)
I Watch for Upcoming FoosbaU Tournament
| Cooked Coming Up: Laurier Bash
BADEN I
? : Hours: Mon-Thur 4:30*1:00 Fri-Sat 1:30-1:00 Sun 12:30-11:00 634-8291 I
